
Mathematical Theory of Laminated

Transmission Lines—Part I

By SAMUEL P. MORGAN, JR.

A mathematical analysis is given of the low-loss, broad-band, laminated

transmission lines proposed by A. M. Clogston, including both idealized

parallel-plane lines and coaxial cables. Part I deals with "Clogston 1"

lines, which have laminated conductors with a dielectric, chosen to provide

the proper phase velocity for waves on the line, filling the space between the

conductors. Part II will treat lines having an arbitrary fraction of their

Mai volume filled with laminations and the rest with dielectric, and will be

concerned in particular with "Clogston 2" lines, in which the entire propaga-

tion space is occupied by laminated material.

The electromagnetic problem is first formulated in general terms, and then

specialized to yield detailed results. The major theoretical questions treated

include the determination of the propagation constants and the fields of the

principal mode and the higher modes in laminated transmission lines, the

choice of optimum proportions for these lines, the calculation of the fre-

quency dependence of attenuation due to the finite thickness of the laminae,

the increase in loss caused by improper phase velocity (dielectric mismatch)

in Clogston 1 lines and by nonuniformity of the laminated material in

Clogston 2 lines, and the effects of dielectric and magnetic dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent theoretical paper1 by A. M. Clogston presents the very

interesting discovery that under certain conditions skin effect losses in

the conductors of a transmission line at elevated frequencies can be

much reduced by laminating the conducting surfaces, parallel to the

direction of current flow, with alternate thin layers of conducting and

insulating material. The requirements are that the thickness of each

conducting layer must be considerably smaller than the skin depth in

the conductor, and the phase velocity of waves on the transmission line

must be held very close to a certain critical value, which depends on the

relative thicknesses and the electrical properties of the conducting and

insulating layers. Under these conditions the "effective skin depth" of

the laminated surface is greatly increased; in other words, the eddy cur-

rents induced by a high-frequency alternating field will penetrate much
farther into such a laminated structure than into a solid conductor, with

consequent marked reduction of ohmic losses in the metal. The metal

losses can also be made to vary much less with frequency, over a fixed

band, than the ordinary skin effect losses, which are known to be very

nearly proportional to the square root of frequency.

Clogston goes on to show that a laminated material composed of

alternate thin conducting and insulating layers may itself be regarded

as a transmission medium. For example, if the space in a coaxial cable

which is ordinarily occupied by air or other dielectric be filled with a

large number of coaxial cylindrical tubes which are alternately conduct-

ing and insulating, the cable will propagate various transmission modes,

and under the proper circumstances some of these modes will exhibit

lower attenuation constants than the transmission mode in a conven-

tional coaxial cable of the same size at the same frequency.

Experimental verification of Clogston 's theory of laminated conductors

has been obtained2 at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, and the trans-

mission properties of a line filled with laminated material have also been

measured at these Laboratories and found in reasonable agreement with

theory. However experiments with structures as complex as those pro-

posed by Clogston are by no means simple, and the experimental work

on laminated conductors is still in an early, exploratory stage. Inasmuch

as the experiments are necessarily time-consuming, it has been thought

1 A. M. Clogston, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs., 39, 767 (1951), and Bell System Tech.

J., 30, 491 (1951). References will be to the Bell System Technical Journal article,

although except for equation numbers the two papers are identical.
2 H. S. Black, C. O. Mallinckrodt, and S. P. Morgan, Jr., Proc. Inst. Radio

Engrs., 40, p. 902 (1952).
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desirable to carry out simultaneously as complete a theoretical treat-

ment of Clogston-type transmission lines as possible. Clogston's original

paper brought out the fundamental ideas by analysis of idealized trans-

mission lines bounded by infinite parallel planes. The present paper con-

siderably extends the theoretical analysis of parallel-plane systems, and

also treats laminated transmission lines bounded by coaxial circular

cylinders, which are of course the structures of practical engineering

interest.

Part I of this paper deals with both plane and coaxial lines having

laminated conductors and having the space between the conductors filled

with a suitable main dielectric, which may so far as the theory is con-

cerned also be a nonconducting magnetic material. Structures of this

type are called "Clogston 1" transmission lines. Although in principle

the total space may be divided between the main dielectric and the

laminated stacks in any desired ratio, we suppose in Part I that the

width of the main dielectric is several times the total thickness of the

laminations. When this is true, the principal mode fields in the main

dielectric are almost identical to the fields of the transverse electro-

magnetic (TEM) mode between perfectly conducting planes or cylinders.

The phase velocity is controlled by the properties of the main dielectric,

while the attenuation constant is determined by the surface impedances

of the laminated boundaries (and the dissipation, if any, in the main

dielectric). The calculation of the surface impedance of a laminated plane

or cylindrical stack is reduced, using the generalized impedance concept

developed by Schelkunoff, to the calculation of the input impedance of a

chain of transducers with known impedance elements, the chain also

being terminated in a known impedance. We are thus able to employ the

language and the results of one-dimensional transmission theory to solve

our three-dimensional field problem.

In the remaining sections of Part I we introduce various simplifying

approximations and special assumptions into the general equations in

order to obtain simple and explicit results. We first calculate the propa-

gation constant and the field components of the principal mode under

the assumption that the individual conducting laminae are extremely

thin compared to the skin depth at the operating frequency, and show

that the attenuation constant is substantially independent of frequency

so long as this assumption is valid. We then give formulas for the reduc-

tion of the effective skin depth in the stacks and the consequent increase

of attenuation with frequency when the laminae are of finite thickness.

Next we investigate the effect of varying the phase velocity of the line

away from the optimum value given by Clogston; and in the last section
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we discuss losses due to imperfect dielectrics and lossy magnetic ma-

terials.

Part II will be largely devoted to transmission lines of the so-called

"Clogston 2" type, in which the entire propagation space is filled with

the laminated medium, though to a lesser extent we shall also consider

transmission lines having an arbitrary fraction of their total volume

filled with laminations and the rest with dielectric. We shall first derive

expressions for the propagation constant and the fields of the lowest

Clogston 2 mode assuming infinitesimally thin laminae, so that the

attenuation constant is essentially independent of frequency, and then

go on to investigate the transition of the lowest Clogston 1 mode into

the lowest Clogston 2 mode as the space occupied by the main dielectric

is gradually filled with laminations. We shall also discuss the higher

modes which can exist in Clogston 1 and Clogston 2 lines with infinitesi-

mally thin laminae. Next the effect of finite lamina thickness on the

variation of attenuation with frequency in a Clogston 2 will be investi-

gated, and then the important question of the influence of nonuni-

formity of the laminated medium on the transmission properties of the

line. We shall conclude with a short section on dielectric and magnetic

losses.

Insofar as possible, plane and coaxial lines will be treated together

throughout the paper. Since however Bessel functions are not so easy

to manipulate as hyperbolic functions, there will be a few cases where

explicit formulas are not yet available for the cylindrical geometry. In

these cases the formulas derived for the parallel-plane geometry usually

provide reasonably good approximations, or if greater accuracy is desired

specific examples may be worked out numerically from the fundamental

equations in cylindrical coordinates.

The purpose of the present paper is to set up a general mathematical

framework for the analysis of laminated transmission lines, and to treat

the major theoretical questions which arise in connection with these

lines. In view of the length of the mathematical analysis, we have not

devoted much space to numerical examples, although a large number of

specific formulas are given which may be used to calculate the theoretical

performance of almost any Clogston-type line that happens to be of

interest. A considerable part of our work is directed toward evaluating

the effects of deviations from the ideal Clogston structure. Both theoreti-

cal and experimental results suggest that the limitations on the ultimate

applications of the Clogston cable are likely to be imposed by practical

problems of manufacture. These limitations, however, depend upon

engineering questions which we shall not consider here.
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II. WAVE PROPAGATION BETWEEN PLANE AND CYLINDRICAL IMPEDANCE

SHEETS

We shall consider waves in a homogeneous, isotropic medium of

dielectric constant e, permeability n, and conductivity g (rationalized

MKS units). When convenient we shall also describe the medium in

terms of the secondary electromagnetic constants a- and 77, denned by

a = \Ziuii(jg + iue)
, v = Viun/{g + itae) . (1)

The quantity a is called the intrinsic propagation constant and 77 the

intrinsic impedance of the medium.

We begin by considering structures bounded by infinite planes parallel

to the x-z coordinate plane, and we confine our attention to transverse

magnetic waves propagating in the z-direction. We assume that the

only non-vanishing component of magnetic field is Hs , and that all the

fields are independent of x. Then the non-zero field components, written

to indicate their dependence on the spatial coordinates, are Hx (y, z),

Eu (y, z) and Et {y, z), the time dependence e
xwl

being understood through-

out. The field components are shown in Fig. 1.

The field vectors are connected by Maxwell's two curl equations, which

reduce in the present case to

dHx/dz = {g + ia€)Ew ,

(2)
bHJby = -{g + iue)Et ,

and

dEy/dz - dEz/dy = io>»,Hx . (3)

If we eliminate Ev and E„ we get

d
2Hx/dif + d

2Hx/dz
2 = a

2Hx , (4)

where a is the intrinsic propagation constant defined above. It is easy

to see that (4) is satisfied by a wave function of exponential form, say

HI = e-'"-
y2

, (5)

provided that the constants k and 7 are such that

k 4- y
2 = <r

2

. (6)

We may regard k and 7 as the (possibly complex) propagation constants

in the y- and ^-directions respectively. Either may be chosen at will and

the other is then determined by the condition (6). The electric field com-
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ponents corresponding to any particular Hx are easily obtained from

equations (2).

A concept important in what follows is that of wave impedances at

a point. For a wave whose field components are Hx , Ev , Ez , the wave

impedances looking in the positive and negative y- and z-directions at a

typical point are defined to be, respectively,

Z$ = Ez/Hx , Zt = -Ey/Hx ,

Z; = -Ez/Hx , ZTZ = Ey/Hx .

For waves of the type that we consider, Zf and ZJ are functions of

y only, so that if two media having different electrical properties are

separated by the plane y = y , the continuity of the tangential compo-

TXfi

Fig. 1—Transmission line bounded by parallel impedance sheets.

nents of E and H across the boundary can be assured by merely re-

quiring the continuity of Zj (say) at y = y . This is equivalent to the

requirement that the sum of the impedances Z£ and Z^ looking into the

media on opposite sides of the boundary be zero. A similar condition

holds for the impedances Zt and Z7 at a boundary z = z .

As an example of the use of the wave impedance concept, we shall

consider the propagation of a transverse magnetic wave between parallel

impedance sheets
4
which are separated by a distance b. For the moment

nothing is specified about the structure of the sheets except that the

normal surface impedance looking into each is Z(y), for a wave whose

propagation constant in the z-direction is y. The fact that in general Z
will depend upon y should be noted, since in some cases this dependence

S S. A. Schelkunoff, Electromagnetic Waves, D. van Nostrand Co., Inc., New
York, 1943, pp. 249-251. Since in our problem three field components vanish identi-

cally, we need only two of the six impedances which are defined in the general case.
4 Reference 3, pp. 484-489.
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is quite important. The sheets are located at y = ±36, as shown in Fig.

1, and the space between them is filled with a medium whose electrical

constants are e
, /4) , <7o (or <r , 770 , if we wish to use the derived constants).

From the symmetry of the boundary conditions it is evident that for

any particular mode Hx must be either an even function or an odd func-

tion of y about the plane y = 0. Taking the even case first, we have

Hx = ch Key e~
yz

}

_ oL .,_„ —t*

(8)
E„ =

0o

1

+ icoco

ch K0?/ e
-y:

E:
= Hi)

sh nay c
-yz

go + iwe

where

4 + 7
2 = oo • (9)

If we replace # + icoeo by 0-0/770 and k by (a\ — y
2

f, the boundary con-

dition at y= \b, namely

Zi = Z(y), (10)

becomes

*(o-S - 7
2
)*6 tanh |(oJ - 7

2
)*& = -^ Z(r). (U)

^7J0

Similarly, the odd case gives

#x = sh Key e~
yz

,

Ev = - 2 shKoye"", ,

Qo + tcoen {1Z)

Ez = ^-.— ch K ye~
yz

;

go + toiio

and the boundary condition becomes

(TobM - y*)*b coth Hal - y
2

)

k
b = - ^ Z(y). (13)

The transcendental equations (11) and (13) are satisfied by the propa-

gation constants of the various even and odd modes; presumably each

has an infinite number of roots, which we could find, at least in principle,

if we knew the explicit form of the function Z(y). We shall confine our-

selves here to deriving an approximate expression for the propagation
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constant of the principal mode (lowest even mode) when the walls are

very good conductors.

If the walls were perfectly conducting we should have Z(y) = 0,

and the lowest root 70 of (11) would be given by

(<rl ~ yl)'b = 0, or 70 = *o . (14)

The principal mode between perfectly conducting sheets is just an un-

disturbed slice of the plane TEM wave which could propagate in an

unbounded medium. If Z(y ) is not rigorously zero, but still so small that

<T bZ(yo) « 1, (15)
1 2tjo

and if Z(y) does not vary rapidly with 7 in the neighborhood of 70

,

then the lowest root of (11) is given approximately by

7
2 = <r\ + 2<r Z(y )/Vob. (10)

If Z(7o) is so small that we have the further inequality

Z(yo) « 1, (17)
(Tobyo

then (16) yields the approximation

7 = <r 4- Z(ya)/vob, (18)

where the second term is the first-order change in 7 due to the finite

impedance of the walls. If we formally set g = (this does not actually

restrict us to perfect dielectrics since we could still assume e or im> to be

complex), we have

If the medium between the sheets is lossless, the attenuation and phase

constants of the principal mode become

a = Re 7 = Re Z(y )/r) b, (20)

= Im 7 = wvWo + Im Z(yo)/yob. (21)

Although the fields of the principal mode between perfectly conducting

walls are entirely transverse to the direction of propagation, if the walls

are not perfectly conducting there will also be a small longitudinal com-

ponent Ez of electric field associated with this mode. The leading terms

in the expressions for the field components, as obtained from equations

(8), (9), and (16), are
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Hx « Hoc' 7
',

Ey ft: — 77o/io£ ",
(99)

2Z (y )H y -r,

where //o is an arbitrary amplitude factor.

As an example of the use of (20) and (21), suppose that the impedance

sheets in Fig. 1 are electrically thick metal walls of permeability mi and

(high) conductivity g x . Then to a very good approximation at all en-

gineering frequencies and for all ordinary dielectrics between the walls,

the surface impedance is

Z(y ) = (1 + i)/gidi

,

(23)

where

8i = -v/2/Wxffi (24)

is the skin depth in the metal. We thus obtain from (20) and (21) the

familiar formulas

a = 1/rifjbgiSi

,

(25)

/3 = coVmoco + 1/W>!7i5i • (26)

It should be noted that in practical cases the inequality (17) on which

we based the approximations (20) and (21) does not hold down to the

mathematical limit of zero frequency. In the present paper, however,

when we speak of "low frequencies" we shall mean frequencies still high

enough so that the approximations (20) and (21) for a and /3 are valid.

Generally this will be equivalent to the assumption that the attenuation

per radian is small. In our applications this assumption will usually be

justified down to frequencies of the order of a few kc-sec
-1

.

Xow let us consider transmission lines bounded by coaxial circular

cylinders and confine our attention to circular transverse magnetic waves

propagating in the ^-direction. For these waves the fields are inde-

pendent of the angle <t>, and the only non-vanishing field components are

H*(p, z), Ep (p, z), and Ez(p, z). The field components are shown in Fig. 2.

For circular transverse magnetic fields Maxwell's curl equations in a

homogeneous, isoptropic medium reduce to

dUJdz = -(f/ + Uae)Ep ,

B(pHt)/dp = (g + icoe)pEs ,
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and

BE,/dp - dEp/dz = iapH*
, (28)

from which we can eliminate Ep and Ez to obtain

d'H<f> 1 dH+ H* d'Hj 2 , .

-r-j- i r- —- -t- -t-— crti*. uy;
op- p op p- oz-

If we assume a wave traveling in the positive ^-direction with propaga-

tion constant y and write

IUp, z) = R(P)e-
y
% (30)

we find that (29) becomes

(>f)-0' + ,
L>=°-

1 d_

p dp

where k is given by (6) as before. But (31) is just the equation satisfied

by modified Bessel functions of order one and argument Kp, so

R(p) = AhW + BK^kp), (32)

where A and B are arbitrary constants. The other field components can

be obtained from H$ using (27) ; the results are

/7 = [-4/.M + BK^KpW',

EP = —^- [AhM + BtfiMk"7
', ™

g -\- tcoe {66)'

Et = —V- [AIM ~ BKo(Kp)]e-».
g + iue

For cylindrical fields of the type that we are considering, the wave

impedances looking in the positive and negative p- and 2-directions at a

typical point are defined to be, respectively,

Z
p
= —Ez/H$ , Z z = E'/H+

,

(34)
Z~ = EJ1U

,
ZT = -Ep/H* .

We shall now discuss the propagation of circular transverse magnetic

waves in a homogeneous region of space whose electrical constants are

«o , mu , </o (or (To , rjo), and which is bounded by coaxial cylinders of radii

pi and p2 ,
where p% > pi , as shown in Fig. 2. We suppose that the radial

impedances looking from the main dielectric into the inner and outer

cylinders are, respectively,

Z7U, = Zi(Y), ZfU. = Z*<V). (35)
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Then from (33) and (34) the boundary conditions are

.1/oU'oPi) — BKo(Kopi)
no.

>?0i

AIi{K pi) + BKi(Kopl)

AIo{koP2) — BKq(koP*)

AIiUopz) + BKiUopz)

= Zi(7),

= -Z2{y),

(36)

where

Ko = (oi - 7
2
)', 7? Op =

K(l

0d + iwea
= vo(\ - y*/al)

h

. (37)

If equations (36) are to be satisfied by values of A and B which are not

both zero, it is easily shown that a necessary and sufficient condition is

VOpKo(Kopi) -f Zi(?)A'iUopi) = 7?opA
r
o(fv p 2) — Z2(y)Ki(Kop2)

rjOpIoUupi) — Zi(y)Ii(nopi) yopIo(KoP2) + Z*(y)Ii(itoP*)
'

(38)

and (38) is a transcendental equation for the determination of the propa-

gation constants of all the circular magnetic modes in the coaxial line.

As in the discussion of the parallel-plane line, we shall confine our

attention to the principal mode and shall assume forthwith that the wall

losses are small.' Since for the principal mode we expect that 7 will be

nearly equal to <r , we may write 70 for <r and evaluate Zi and Z% at y» ;

and we may replace the modified Bessel functions in (38) by their ap-

Fig. 2—Transmission line bounded by coaxial impedance cylinders.

6 J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, pp.
551-554, gives a similar treatment of the principal mode in an ordinary coaxial
cable with solid metal walls.
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proximate values for small argument. From the series given in Dwight

813.1, 813.2, 815.1, and 815.2, we have

IM « 1,

h(x) M |.r,

KM « -(0.5772 + log \x) = -log 0.8905*, (39)

KM « - + ir log 0.8905.r,
.r

for
|
.r

|
« 1, where log represents the natural logarithm. If we put

these approximations into (38). and if we suppose that the wall im-

pedances arc so small that

| ^oPiZ1(7o)/2r7o |
« 1, |

<T0P2Zo(y )/2r,a |
« 1, (40)

we obtain, after a little algebra,

2 2 2 0"o[Zi(7o)/Pl + Zt(yo)/P2\ (a ,\

7J0 log (pi/pl)

Now further assuming that

1 Zi(y )/pi + Z2(7o)/pa « 1, (42)
O-oTJo lOg (p2/pl)

we get by the binomial theorem

. Zi(y )/pi + Z2 (yo)/p-i (Ao\
7 = 0"o H 7:—i—7

—

;—s
• \*6'

2)J0 lOg (p2/Pl)

If we formally set g = 0, we find that the attenuation and phase con-

stants of the principal mode in a coaxial line with low-loss walls and no

dissipation in the main dielectric are

Zi(y )/pi + Z2(yo)/pi i ,,n
a = Re 7 = Re -

—

-. -,
—i-^ > ^ •

2tj log (pi/pi)

T /
i t Zi(y )/pi + Z2(7o)/p2 fA-\= Im y = coVpoeo + Im -.—

, , , ^
• Hoj

2vo log (p2/pi)

As before, these approximations for a and /3 will ultimately break down

as the frequency approaches zero, but they will certainly be valid over

the frequency range in which we are interested in the present paper.

6 H. B. Dwight, Tables of Integrals and Other Mathematical Data, Revised Edi-

tion, Macmillan, New York, 1947. We shall refer to Dwight for a number of stand-

ard series expansions.
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The magnetic field lines of the principal mode will of course be circles

and the electric field will be largely radial, but with a small longitudinal

component unless the wall impedances are rigorously zero. The general

expressions (33) for the fields may be reduced to simple approximate

formulas if we use the fact that nl is given by (41) and nQp is small com-
pared to unity. The ratio A/B may be obtained from either of equations

(3G). Introducing the approximations (39) for the Bessel functions and
carrying out a little algebra, we get the following approximate expres-

sions for the fields:

(46)

log *]«-',

where the amplitude factor / is equal to the total current flowing in the

inner cylinder. Incidentally we note that the above results might have

been derived from more elementary arguments if we had started with the

fields in a coaxial line with perfectly conducting walls and treated the

effect of finite wall impedance as a small perturbation.

If we consider an ordinary coaxial cable with solid metal walls at a
frequency high enough so that there is a well-developed skin effect on

both conductors, then to a good approximation

Zifro) = Z2 (Yo) = (14- i)/g&
, (47)

where g\ and 5i are the conductivity and the skin thickness of the metal;

and the attenuation and phase constants are given by the well-known

expressions

1/pi + 1/P2

H$ pM -1 .--
2irp

Ep z
^ t] T - yi

lirp

F r
I Zi(yo) . pi . Z2(7o)

_ Pi P P2
~ 2ir log (p2/pi)

2t?o0i5i log (p2/pi)
' (48)

2t7o^i5i log (p2/pi)

If necessary we may take account of dissipation in the main dielectric

of either a plane or a coaxial transmission line by assigning complex

values
7
to « and p , say

7 See, for example, C. G. Montgomery, Principles of Microwave Circuits, M. I. T.
Rati. Lab. Series, 8, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1948, pp. 365-369 and 382-385.
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c = e'o
— ie'o = «o(l — itantfo),

Mo = no — ip-o = Mo(l — * tan f ),

where tan <£ is the dielectric loss tangent and tan f is the magnetic

loss tangent (if any). Inserting (50) into (18) or (43), we find for the at-

tenuation due to dielectric and magnetic losses,

ad = Re <r = Re io>Vj"o«o(l — * tan 0o)(l ~~ * tan fo)

(51)

= I^VmSo (tan ^o + tan f°)»

provided that tan <f>
and tan f are both small compared to unity, as they

will always be in practice. We shall neglect second-order effects and so

regard the dielectric losses, the magnetic losses, and the wall losses as

additive.

III. SURFACE IMPEDANCE OF A LAMINATED BOUNDARY

The main problem in the theory of Clogston 1 transmission lines is the

computation of the surface impedance of a laminated plane or cylindrical

boundary having alternate thin layers of conductor and dielectric. Por-

tions of such laminated structures are shown schematically in Figs. 3

and 4. We shall begin with an analysis, similar to Clogston 's,
8
of the plane

stack. This will lead to a convenient point of view for the treatment of

the mathematically more complicated coaxial stack.

Let us consider a wave with field components Hx ,Ey ,EZ ,
propagating

.. ?2« *2* *?2y« K 2 |J
IggO&DSl •v

Fig. 3—Portion of laminated plane stack.

8 Reference 1, Section III.
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(53)

in a layer of homogeneous, isotropic material whose electrical constants

are e, n, g (or a, ij), and which is bounded by planes perpendicular to

the y-axis. Henceforth we shall always assume that the z-dependence of

every field component is given by the factor e~
yz

, where the complex

quantity y, whose value may or may not be known a priori, is the propa-

gation constant of the wave in the z-direction. Then the first of Maxwell's

equations (2) yields

Ey = -W/(g + i<*e)\H*, (52)

and on eliminating Eu from the other Maxwell equations, we get

dHJdy = -(g + iae)Bt ,

dE,/dy = -[K-/{g + iue)]Hx ,

where k
2

is defined by equation (6).

Now if we formally identify Hx with "current" and Ez with

"voltage", equations (53) are just the equations of a uniform one-dimen-

sional transmission line extending in the ^/-direction, with series im-

pedance x
2

/(g -\r to«) per unit length and shunt admittance (g + t'coe)

per unit length; in other words a transmission line whose propagation

constant is k and whose characteristic impedance is rjy , where

K = a (\ _ 7
2
/<r

2
)», Vv = k/(Q + toe) = *(1 - y7* )* (54)

Hence we can apply the whole theory of one-dimensional transmission

lines with the assurance that in so doing we shall not violate the field

equations. For example, if #(0), H(0) and E(t), H(t) represent the

tangential field components E z , Hx at two planes separated by a dis-

?Pn-i

m

Fig. 4—Portion of laminated coaxial stack.
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tance t, these fields are related by the general circuit parameter matrix

of a uniform line, namely

'E(0) \ /ch d w sh Kt\ lE(t) \

H (0) \*L* ch/ci )\H(t)J'

We are now in a position to determine the surface impedance normal

to a laminated plane structure composed of layers of which every other

one has thickness h and electrical constants o\ , 771 ,
while the inter-

vening layers each have thickness t2 and electrical constants <r2 ,
fj% .

Fig. 3 shows the cross section of such a stack in which the total number

of double layers is n (2n single layers), while Fig. 4 represents the corre-

sponding coaxial stack. Ultimately we shall assume the layers of thickness

h to be good conductors and those of thickness t2 to be good insulators,

but these assumptions need not be brought in immediately.

If the fields in the plane stack all vary with z according to e~
y
', then

when we look in the direction of increasing y each double layer may be

regarded as a four-terminal network formed by two sections of uniform

transmission line of lengths t\ and fe, the propagation constants and

characteristic impedances of the two sections being given respectively by

/ci = <n(l - y
2
/<rl)\ mv = Vi(l - 7

2

Ai)*>

*2 = 0-2(1 - 7
2
/°"2)*, V2v = ^(1 - tV

(56)

The matrix of the double layer is the product of the matrices of the two

single layers in the proper order. Thus if the tangential field components

are E , H at the lower surface of the first layer and Ei , Hi at the upper

surface of the second layer, we have

(57)
E \_/a (sX/Ex

H ) \e D/y/i

where

(i — ch K\h ch K2^2 + —- sh Kiti sh ^2

,

<B = rj2U ch Kiti sh Kzto + rfiy sh Kih ch Kzh ,

C = — sh Kiii ch K2i2 H en wi sh K2I2

,

j> = 5* sh Kih sh K2t2 + ch Kih ch n2t2 .
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The stack of double layers may be regarded as a chain of iterated four-

poles; such chains have an extensive literature. The relation between

the tangential fields En , Hn at the upper surface of the nth double layer

and EQ , Ho at the lower surface of the first double layer is

©-""©
where M is the Cfc(R63)-matrix appearing in equation (57). However there

is a simple expression
10

for the nth power of a square matrix of order

two, namely

M „ = Mi(n^ shnT _ A& sh (n - 1)T
{)

sh r sh r

where I is the unit matrix of order two, r is the propagation constant

per section of the chain of four-poles, defined by

ch r = (a + X>)/2ilf
5

, (61)

and M is the determinant of the matrix M, that is,

M = CLT) - (B6. (62)

The determinant of the matrix whose elements are given by (58) is unity,

as may easily be verified ; but this may not be the case for all the matrices

which occur in our study of cylindrical structures. M will therefore be

carried explicitly in the following equations.

We now introduce the iterative impedances K\ and K% , defined by

v (a - ©) + Via + 3D)
2 - 4M

v -(a - d) + Via + a))
2 - W.

A. 2 =
26

(03)

K\ is the impedance seen when we look into a semi-infinite stack of

double layers if the first layer is of type 1, while K2 is the impedance seen

if the first layer is of type 2. In calculations relating to Clogston 1 lines

with dissipative walls, the real parts of K\ and K2 will both be positive.

By a straightforward procedure we may express the matrix elements

a, 03, 6, !D in terms of K\ , K% , T, and M, and then transform equation

9 Sec, for exiimple, E. A. Guillemin, Communication Networks, 2, Wiley, New
York, 1935, pp. 161-166.

10 F. Abeles, Complex Raulus, 226, 1872 (1948). This result was called to the
author's attention by Mr. J. G. Kreer.
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(60) into

2Min A(#ie
nr + K*~nT

) K&BhnT \M" = —
I „ 1 (64)

(Kx + Kt) \sh nT *(*•""' + K** T

)J

Finally we obtain from (59) and (64) an expression for the impedance

Z looking into a plane stack of n double layers when the nth layer is

backed by a surface whose impedance is Zn ,
namely

„ Eo hZn(Kie
nT + K*rnV

) + KxK* sh nT
(

.

#o zn shnr + K^"" r + ^nr
)

For the cylindrical geometry, matters are a good deal more compli-

cated. If we consider waves having field components H+ , E„ ,
Ez In a

homogeneous, isotropic shell bounded by coaxial cylindrical surfaces,

and assume a propagation factor e
-7

*, Maxwell's equations (27) and (28)

may be written

Ep
= [y/(g + &M)]ff«

, (66)

and

d(-pH+)/dp = -(g + iu*)pE,
,

(67)

dEz/dp = -[«
2

/(ff + «'«e)p](-p/y+).

If desired, we might identify E, with "voltage" and —pH^ with "current"

and regard equations (67) as describing a nonuniform radial transmis-

sion line, having series impedance k/(q + t»«)p Per un^ length and shunt

admittance (0 + iue)p per unit length. Since, however, in equations (34)

we have already defined the radial wave impedance to be a field ratio

without the extra factor of p, we shall carry out the analysis of the

present paper directly in terms of the field components Ez and — H+ .

From the general expressions (33) for the fields in cylindrical co-

ordinates, we can show that the matrix relation between the tangential

field components E, , —H+ at two radii pi and p2 is given by

E(pi)

-H(pi)

UpziKoiIn + Knhi) VpKPiiKoiIoz — K02I01) \ / E(pz)

^ (Knlu - Kuhi) KptiKuIn + KM / \ -H(P2)

, (68)
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where

K = (a
1

-
7"')',

VP = v(l - y
l

/<*y,

and we have used the abbreviations

*\i ,2/_2\J

/» = Ir(KP.), K„ = Kr (KPs).

(69)

(70)

It may be verified that the determinant M of the square matrix ap-

pearing in (68) is simply

M = p-i/pi

.

(71)

In principle equation (08) permits us to determine by matrix multi-

plication the relation between the tangential fields at the inner and outer

surfaces of a coaxial double layer, or of a laminated stack of any number

of double layers, such as is shown in Fig. 4. The difficulty is that the

elements of the matrix of a single layer are not functions only of the

electrical properties of the layer and its thickness, but depend in a more

complicated way on the inner and outer radii separately. Whereas in

the plane case we had merely to take the nth power of a single matrix,

we are now faced with the problem of multiplying together n matrices,

each of which differs more or less from all the others. An exact expres-

sion for the result is practically out of the question; but we can make
some reasonable approximations if we assume that each individual layer

is thin compared to its mean radius, so that the matrix elements do not

change much from one layer to the next.

If the thickness t (= p> — pi) of a single layer is small compared to pi ,

then the Bessel function combinations appearing in (68) may be ex-

panded in series, as shown in Appendix I, and the circuit parameter

matrix takes the following approximate form,

1 +
2pJ

ch at — -— sh at 77

2kpi

1

1 +
2^J

ih Kt

a sh "

-— ch Kt + -— sh Kt

2pJ 2/v-p!

1 + :/

II +
(72)

where terms of the order of t/pi represent the first-order curvature cor-

rections. If we use the same value of pi , say p, for both parts of a double

layer, then up to first order the elements of the matrix of the double

layer become
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-[a = 1 +
2p JL

ch Kiti ch K2k + — sh Kit% sh K2 t2

V'ln

— -— sh Kih ch K2 t2 + ^~r ch Kid sh K2 t2 ,

\_Zk\p AKip J

-[>**]['(B = |
!

-
i n _

I I
y2p ch Kiti sh n2h + *7iP sh K\t\ ch k222

+ r-2- — r-* sh Kif i sh k2(2 ,

_ZK2p A'ipJ

e =
1

; _ 'I - sh Kih ch k2^2 + Z~ cn Kl' x sn K2'2

(73)

~^JLm f »j2p

+ o —
7,

1 stl K^l sh K2<2 ,

|_2r72PKip 2T/ipK2pJ

-[•+***][j -
I

l

_

' — sh Kifo sh K2t2 + ch Kih ch k2/2

+ Z~z sh *i& °h K2^2 + ^7^ °h *ifr sn *2 '2
•

2k\p 2k2p

As in the analogous equations (58) for a plane double layer, the sub-

scripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second layers respectively.

If we have a stack of double layers in which all the layers of the same

kind have the same thickness and same electrical constants, then the

only term in (73) which varies from one double layer to the next is the

mean radius p. Depending on the circumstances, we may wish to use a

single value of p* for the whole stack, or a few different values, or even,

if high-speed computing machinery is available to carry out the matrix

multiplications, a different value of p for each double layer. The matrix

of the whole stack then becomes a product of powers of as many different

matrices as we have chosen values of p. Obviously this method is better

adapted to the numerical analysis of special cases than to the general

theoretical treatment of a stack whose ratio of outer radius to inner

radius is unspecified.

In principle we are now able to compute the normal surface impedance

of any laminated plane or coaxial stack at a given frequency provided

that we know the electrical constants and the thickness of each layer,

the number of layers, the propagation constant y in the z-direction, and

the normal impedance Zn of the material behind the last layer. Since the

general formulas even for plane stacks are quite complicated, however,

we shall introduce at this point some very good approximations which

will be valid for all of the following work.
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Henceforth we shall take the layers of thickness t\ to be such good

conductors that the ratio wti/gi of displacement current to conduction

current is negligible in comparison with unity. For metals like copper

this is an excellent approximation at even the highest engineering fre-

quencies. Then on introducing the characteristic skin thickness 5i , we
have for the conducting layers,

o-i = s/iumgt = (1 + i)/h

,

, %

.
(74)

>7i = VWi/tfi = (1 + i)/gxh ,

where

h = V2/Vi<7i • (75)

For pure copper the permeability and conductivity are

Mi = 1.257 X 10"6
henrys-meter

-1
,

pi = 5.800 X 10
7
mhos -meter

-1
,

from which we obtain the numerical values

o-i = 1.513 X 10
4

(1 + i)vS meters
-1

,

7,1 = 2.609 X 10"4 (1 + i)vE ohms,

and

(76)

(77)

6.609 X 10-5 2.602 .,
, x

h = 7= meters = ~~/f= mils, (78)
V/Mc V/Mo

where /Mo is the frequency in Mc • sec
-

. Referring to equations (56)

and (69) and bearing in mind the above numerical values, we see that

for the conducting layers we have

ki « Pi = (1 + i)/h
,

(79)
Jfttf = ViP ~ t?i = (1 + i)/gi8i ,

to a very good approximation, since in our applications the quantity y
will always be of the order of 2iri/\ v , where the vacuum wavelength

X„ is at least a few meters, while the skin thickness 5i will be at most a

small fraction of a centimeter.

For the insulating layers of thickness t2 we shall set the conductivity

02 equal to zero, so that

<j% = iu^/ni&i , 7?2 = Vm2/«2 • (80)

We denote the relative dielectric constant and permeability by e2r and

Hi r respectively; dissipation in the insulating layers may be included
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if necessary by making e2r and/or ju2r complex. In MKS units we have

«2 = C2rC»
, M2 = J"2rM» >

(81)

where the electrical constants of vacuum are

6, = 8.854 X 10
-12

farads -meter
-1

,

H V = 1.257 X l(T
6
henrys-meter

-1
.

It follows that

/ 27riVM2r«2r 2n-t/McV /Igrftr mt^artl
-l

n = ».Vw* - ^ = 29^8
meterS

' (83)

T?2 = 1?t>V/*2r/«2r = 376.7Vm"^* ohmS,

where as usual the subscript v refers to vacuum. It is clear that unless

we deal with ferromagnetics, the quantities a2 and r\2 will be of roughly

the same order of magnitude as <rv and r\ v . From (56) and (69) we have

/, 2/ 2\J
K2 = 0-2(l - 7M) ,

(84)
/, 2/ 2U K '

t\ly = V2p = ^(.1 — 7 l<*i) ,

where since a2 and 7 are both of the same order of magnitude as 2ti/\v ,

in general no further approximations can be made.

In all of what follows we shall assume that the thickness t2 of each

insulating layer is very small compared to the vacuum wavelength at

the highest operating frequency; in practice t2 will be at most a few mils

and X„ at least a few meters. Then the quantity
|
K2t2 \,

which is of the

order of 2wt2/\„ , will be so small that to an excellent approximation we

may set sh K2t2 = n2t2 and ch K2t2 = 1. Using this simplification, together

with the fact that T)iy « m for all frequencies which may conceivably

be of interest, it is not difficult to show from (58) that the matrix ele-

ments of the plane double layer reduce to

a = ch Kih
,

(B = V2yK2t2 Ch Klh + Vly sh Klh
,

e = l sh Klt1 ,

<85)

Viv

The determinant of the matrix is unity, and from (61) the propagation

constant per section is defined by
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ch r = ^-2
sh Kxk + eh *h ,

(86)

while from (63) the iterative impedances are

Ki = —hV2uKih + V {\i)2VKih)- + vivV^yKik coth Kiii + riiv ,

,
- (87)

K2 = -\-2V2yK-ik + V {hr\2yK2k)- + y\]y1\l.yKitl COtll Ki^i + T?ll/ •

If we make the same simplifications in the approximate expressions

(73) for the matrix elements of a coaxial double layer, we obtain

r M 1

« = 1 + 7Z ch Kiti - r—- sh Kifc
,

L -pJ -kip

r k + ^1
(B = 1 +

2
_ hspjtsfe ch ki/i

+['+ 2V(2 -^;)l}—'>

fill , (88)l+zr sh ki/i
,

e =

© =

2pjnu

U -\~ U Vlp I V2pKot2

1 + _ + 7; r: sh *i*i

^P 4V2pKlK2t2PJ flip

> +^J ch K1/1 .

In the* preceding equations no restrictions have been laid on the

thicknesses h and l 2 except the trivial requirement that f2 shall be small

compared to a wavelength. We shall now consider the limiting case in

which both h and * 2 are infinitesimally small. When we make this last

and most drastic approximation we do not expect that the idealized

structure thus obtained will show all of the features which are of interest

in a physical transmission line with finite layers; but the results of the

simplified analysis will be useful in some cases nevertheless. It need

scarcely be pointed out that we are dealing here only with a mathematical

limiting process, in which we assume that each layer, no matter how
thin, always exhibits the same electrical properties as the bulk material.

If this assumption be regarded as unrealistic, it may be observed that

the quantity which we actually allow to tend to zero is the ratio of layer

thickness to skin depth. The skin depth may be made as large as desired

by lowering the frequency, so that the formulas which we derive by
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letting h and t2 approach zero at a finite frequency will also hold for finite

thicknesses if the frequency is sufficiently low.

We shall let denote the fraction of the stack which is occupied by

conducting material, so that

6 = h/(h + k), (89)

where at present h and k are both infinitesimal. Then the stack may be

regarded as a homogeneous, anisotropic medium, characterized by an

average dielectric constant e perpendicular to the layers, an average

permeability y. parallel to the layers, and an average conductivity g

parallel to the layers. Sakurai
11
has treated such an artificial anisotropic

medium, and from his formulas we find that when the layers are al-

ternately conductors and insulators, the average electrical constants are,

to a very good approximation,

i = €2/(l - d),

p = dux + (1 - 0)m2 ,
(90)

g = 0ffi •

Sakurai has also shown that the average values of the electrical con-

stants may be used in Maxwell's equations for the average (macroscopic)

fields, due regard being paid to the orientations of the field vectors with

respect to the laminae.

For the plane stack, these equations read

dHx/dz = iioeEu
,

dHx/dy = -gEz ,
• (91)

dEy/dz - dEz/dy = iu>fiHx ,

where the bars denote average values. By analysis exactly similar to that

carried out at the beginning of this section for a homogeneous, isotropic

medium, we may find the relation between the tangential field compo-

nents Ez , Hx at the two surfaces of a stack of infinitesimally thin layers.

(The bars representing average values may be omitted, since the tan-

gential components of E and H are continuous across the boundaries of

the layers.) We obtain a matrix relation analogous to (55), namely

lE{0) \ /ch T,s K sh Y (s\ /E(s)\

Hi '

(92)

#(°)
/ \^

sh r <s ch r <s
/ \

//(s)
/

" T. Sakurai, /. Phys. Soc. Japan, 5, 394 (1950), especially Section 3.
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where s is the thickness of the stack. The propagation constant Te per

unit distance normal to the stack and the characteristic impedance K
of the stack are given by

r, = \% (<*% + 7
2

)

I
oil

K = Tc/g = —^z («>i + 7 )
Lueg

(93)

(94)

r, and K may also be derived from equations (86) and (87) by limiting

processes; we have

r, = lim r/«i + t2),

K = lim A'i = lim if2

(95)

(96)

It should perhaps be noted that terms of the order of o)e\/gi and coe2/</i

compared to unity were omitted in the expressions (90) for e and g,

and in the derivations of I\ and K. Since, however, under all practical

circumstances the omitted terms appear to be insignificant, we shall

not take space to write out the formally more complicated results which

would be obtained by keeping them.

"

In a cylindrical stack of infinitesimal layers, the average fields satisfy

dH^/dz = —itoeEp
,

dipH^/dp = gPEz ,

dEJdp - dEp/dz = iufxHt

.

(97)

The relation between the tangential field components Ez ,
— H<, at two

radii p and p„ is expressed by a matrix equation analogous to (68),

namely

E(Poy

H(p )

(98)

/Ttp.XKwIu, + /v,„/oo) KT lPn(K oIon - K J00)\/ E(pn
)'

V

-f-
(IuJl, Kmlio) T fp„(K™I0n + Konho) A -H(Pn )

12 In Reference 1, equations (11-17) through (11-26) give examples of equations
in which these small terms have been retained.
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where

7„ = I r(TePs), Kra = Kr(TlPs), (99)

and r, and K are given, as in the plane case, by (93) and (94).

IV. PRINCIPAL MODE IN CLOGSTON 1 LINES WITH INFINITESIMALLY THIN

LAMINAE

An idealized parallel-plane Clogston 1 transmission line is shown

schematically in Fig. 5. It consists of a slab of dielectric of thickness b,

with electrical constants mo , e ,
bounded above and below by laminated

stacks each of thickness s. Outside each stack there may be an insulating

or a conducting sheath, of which nothing more will be assumed at present

than that its normal surface impedance Z n (y) is known. The total dis-

tance between the sheaths will be denoted by a, Avhere a = b + 2s.

The corresponding Clogston 1 coaxial line is shown in Fig. 6. We de-

note the thickness of the inner and outer stacks by Si and s2 respectively,

while a is the radius of the inner core (if any), and b is the inner radius

of the sheath around the outer stack. The inner and outer radii of the

main dielectric are pi = a + si and p2 = b - s2 ,
respectively. In practice

the core may be a dielectric rod and the sheath may be a conducting

shield, but in the present theoretical analysis we shall merely assume that

the radial impedances Za (y) and Zb(y) looking into the core and the

sheath are known.

In Part I of this paper we shall deal with "extreme" Clogston 1 lines,

in which the space occupied by the stacks is small compared to the

space occupied by the main dielectric. We may then regard the laminated

boundaries as impedance sheets guiding waves whose phase velocity is

Zn(7)

Fig. 5—Parallel-plane Clogston 1 transmission line.
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determined by the properties of the main dielectric, as discussed in Sec-

tion II, and we may use the intrinsic propagation constant of the main

dielectric in calculating the surface impedance of the boundaries. This

approximation simplifies the analysis of Clogston 1 lines a great deal.

We shall treat the general case, in which an arbitrary fraction of the

total space is filled with laminations, in Section IX of Part II, as a part

of our study of Clogston 2 lines.

In this section we shall assume that the laminae are infinitesimally

thin, so that the stacks may be completely characterized by their average

properties e, /Z, and g. The case of finite laminae will be taken up in the

next section. We shall also assume throughout that dielectric and mag-

netic dissipation may be neglected except, as in Section VII, where the

contrary is explicitly staled.

In general the current density and the other field quantities in a plane

stack of infinitesimally thin layers will be linear combinations of the

functions sh r,// and ch r(y, where y is distance measured into the stack,

and r( is the propagation constant per unit distance, as given by (93).

The qualitative behavior of the fields in a cylindrical stack will be similar.

In particular, if the stack is thick enough the current density and the

fields will fall off as c~
l eu

, and we can define an "effective skin depth" A by

A = l/(Re I\)

.

(100)

Clogston's fundamental observation was that in order to minimize the

Fig. 6—Coaxial Clogston 1 transmission line.
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ohmic losses in a stack carrying a fixed total current the current density

should be uniform across the stack, and that we can achieve uniform cur-

rent density by adjusting the /^e product of the main dielectric so as to

make T { equal to zero. If in equation (93) we set

7 = To = iuvnoto >
(101)

then T( will be zero if

/ioeo - 01 = [dm + (1 - 0)/*W(l - 9)]. (102)

Equation (102) will be referred to henceforth as Clogston's condition

If the permeabilities of the various materials are all equal, the condition

reduces to

eo = e = e2/(l - d)
,

(103)

which is the form employed by Clogston in Reference 1.

When Clogston's condition is satisfied, T( = and the effective skin

depth of the stack is infinite; 13 that is, the current density is uniform in

any stack of finite total thickness. The quantities T t and K vanish

simultaneously, but the limiting value of their ratio is finite; and the

matrix of the plane stack, as given by (92), takes the form

(104)

Accordingly we obtain, for the surface impedance Z (y ) of the stack,

*<*> "
ss + i/z.W •

(105)

which is, as might have been expected, just the impedance between

opposite edges of a unit square of material of conductivity g and thick-

ness s through which the current density is uniform, in parallel with the

sheath impedance Z„(to). It follows from equations (20) and (21) of

Section II that the attenuation and phase constants of the principal mode

in a plane Clogston 1 line with infinitesimally thin laminae, Clogston's

condition being satisfied exactly, are

13 This statement is certainly accurate enough for all practical purposes, al-

though an exact calculation which takes into account the small terms that were

neglected in the approximate formula (93) for T, shows that the effective skin

depth is W2tt0, where Xo is the length of a free wave in the main dielectric. The
exact result is derived by Clogston in Reference 1, equation (11-26). In practice,

finite lamina thickness will restrict us to effective skin depths much smaller than

this theoretical limit.
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a = Re —jTI i irr / m j
(106)

|8 = wVpoeo + Im
ir

.„ , v,. (107)

In general the sheath impedance Zn (yo) will be large compared to the

impedance 1/gs of the stack, since even if the sheath is an electrically

thick metal plate of the same material as the conducting layers, its

impedance is

ZB (7o) - (1 + O/ftti , (108)

whereas 9s will usually be several times the skin thickness 5i in the fre-

quency range of interest. If the sheath is free space, its impedance is a

fortiori much greater than l/gs, since then it may be shown that

Z„(Yo) = -i^GorCb, - 1)
}

, (109)

where tj„ = 37G.7 ohms is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and

/x0r and e0r are the relative permeability and relative dielectric constant

of the main dielectric. Under most circumstances, therefore, we may
neglect 1/Z„(y ) in comparison with gs, and obtain the very simple

results,

a = 1/vobgs , (110)

- a>VM^o. (Ill)

To this approximation the line exhibits neither amplitude nor phase

distortion.

For a coaxial stack of infinitesimally thin layers with Clogston's con-

dition satisfied, the stack matrix given in (98) reduces to

(112)
g , 2 z\

n~ \Pn — Po)

where pa and p„ denote the inner and outer radii of the stack. It follows

from (112) that

giQyo) __ 1 1

Pi ~ 20(pi - «
2

) + a/Za(.yo)
"

gsi(a + £s0 + a/Za {y )
'

Z,(y ) 1 1

pi
~ 1»/I,2

hdO> - pi) + b/Zh(y )
' gs*(b - |s2) + WZb(y )

'
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where Zi(yn ) and Z2 (yo) are the radial impedances looking into the stacks

at pi and p2 respectively, and Za (yo) and Zb(yo) are the radial impedances

looking into the core and the outer sheath. From equations (44) and

(45) of Section II, the attenuation and phase constants of a coaxial Clog-

ston 1 cable with infinitesimally thin layers, Clogston's condition being

satisfied exactly, are

a =Re Ui/p
;
+

l

Z
fi

/p2
, U14)

2tj log (p2/pi)

j—
T gtOyoVgi + ggQyoVg; (u -)

2i, log (ps/pi)

where Zi(to)/pi and Z2(yo)/p2 are given by (113).

The impedances Za (yo) and Z6 (7o) may be computed if we know the

structure of the core and the sheath. For a solid, homogeneous core and

a homogeneous sheath of effectively infinite thickness, we have

, . r,K JoM „ (
x _ vk gppcb) n s

(T 2](Ka) o- lLi\KO)

where

K = Vtr2 - yl ,
(117)

but of course the intrinsic propagation constant <r and the intrinsic im-

pedance 17 need not be the same for the core and the sheath. If the sheath

is of finite electrical thickness or has a laminated structure (alternate

layers of copper and iron, for example, to provide effective shielding),

its surface impedance may be calculated by a straightforward but longer

procedure. We shall not go into this matter here, but shall merely observe

that in many cases of interest Za(y ) and Zb (yo) are so large that we

may neglect the terms containing their reciprocals in (113). This means

that we neglect the total conduction and displacement currents flowing

in the core and the sheath, compared to the conduction currents in the

stacks. Then the expressions for the attenuation and phase constants

become

I

L(a + H)
+

82(6- Wj'
(118)

27?oJ7 log (p2/pi)

and again to this approximation there is neither amplitude nor phase

distortion.

The formulas which have just been derived on the assumption of
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infinitesimally thin laminae approach validity for laminae of finite

thickness as the frequency is reduced, provided of course that we do not

go to such extremely low frequencies that the attenuation per wave-

length becomes large. We shall show in the next section that the effect

of finite lamina thickness is to introduce a frequency dependence into

the attenuation and phase constants, in addition to the variations (if

any) which arise from the frequency dependence of the core and sheath

impedances.

We next write down approximate expressions for the field components

in a piano Clogston 1 line with infinitesimally thin laminae. In the

main dielectric we have, from equations (22) of Section II,

Hx « HQe~
yz

,

(120)

2Z (yo)H y -yz

for — \b ^ y ^ \b, where H is an arbitrary amplitude factor and

#0(70) is given by (105). In the stacks the fields are

H, »J5To[l + QZtbMib =F y)]e-
y:

,

A « -i/| #o[1 + 0Uyo)Qb T y)]e-
y!

,
(121)

E. » ±Z (yo)H e~
yz

,

for \b ^
| y |

^ \a, where in cases of ambiguous sign the upper sign

refers to the upper stack (y > 0) and the lower sign to the lower stack

(// < 0). It should be noted that whereas the tangential field components

Hx and Et are continuous through the stack, the normal field component

Ey is discontinuous at layer boundaries. From equation (52) we have, in

the conducting layers,

e»= -<y/gi)H*, (122)

while in the insulating layers,

B, = -{y/i^)Hx . (123)

To our approximation, therefore, the only contributions to the average

field Ev come from the insulating layers.

The average current density Jz in either stack is uniform, being
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given by

J z
= gEz = ±gZ (y )H e-

yz
. (124)

The total current per unit width carried by the stack is just Jzs, where

s is the thickness of the stack; there will also be small currents in the

sheaths unless we assume the sheath impedance to be infinite. The

potential difference between any two points y x and t/2 in the same trans-

verse plane may easily be found from

V(y2)
- V{yi) = -

/ E, dy. (125)

For a Clogston 1 line of the proportions which we have been considering,

the potential difference across the stacks will be small compared to the

potential difference across the main dielectric.

In a coaxial Clogston 1 with infinitesimally thin laminae, the fields in

the main dielectric are given to a good approximation by equations

(46) of Section II, namely

£p
«i/*>J_ e-^ (126)

y € Airp

E,

'

Zl(7o)
log^

2 + ^log^V',
p A2ir log (p2/pi) _ Pi P P2

where I is an arbitrary amplitude factor and #1(70) and Z2(to) are ex-

pressed by (113). In the inner stack we have

„ „ Zi(y )I [g(P
2 - a

2

) , g 1 -y.
"*~

2ttPi L 2p pZa (7o)_T '

Ep m J\^1 \*L=Jl + _^-]<f- (127)
y e 2ttp! L 2P pZa(yo)_\

27Tpi

while in the outer stack,
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Zi(yo)I g{V - p
2

) +
bF*~ 2tP2 L 2p ' pZb (y )T '

rTf*

E r-'r^J 1
Z^U [Sjl^Ltl + » In- (128)

6 Z7TP2 L ^P P^HYojJ

Z2(y )I -yz

Z7TP2

The average current density in either stack is uniform and is given by

J, = gEz , (129)

though in general the current density will not be the same in the two

stacks because of the difference in cross-sectional areas. The potential

difference between the surface of the inner core and any other point in

the same transverse plane is

V(p) - V(a) = -[" EP dp. (130)

If the stacks are thin compared to the thickness of the main dielectric,

as we are assuming throughout Part I, then the potential difference

across the stacks will be small compared to the potential difference

across the main dielectric, and the characteristic impedance Zk of the

Clogston 1 cable will be approximately the same as the characteristic

impedance of an ideal coaxial cable with perfect conductors of radii

Pi and pi and the same main dielectric, namely

Zk = GOi/^r log ^-2 ohms. (131)
V «0r Pi

We shall defer making any field plots for Clogston-type transmission

lines until Section IX of Part II, when we shall discuss the transition

from Clogston 1 to Clogston 2 as the space originally occupied by the

main dielectric is gradually filled with laminations. Our present results

will then appear as the limiting case in which the thickness of the stacks

is small compared to the thickness of the main dielectric.

In conclusion we shall mention briefly the question of how to dispose

a given amount of laminated material in a Clogston 1 coaxial cable so as

to achieve the minimum attenuation constant. The whole problem of

optimum proportions for Clogston cables is a complicated one of which

an adequate treatment would require a separate paper in itself, with

the results depending to a great extent on engineering considerations

which limit the ranges of the parameters that we can vary in any practical

case. Here we shall discuss only the following rather highly idealized

problem:
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Given a coaxial Clogston 1 with infinitesimally thin laminae, having a

high-impedance core and a high-impedance sheath of fixed radius b,

and in which the total thickness Si + s2 of both stacks is a fixed constant

2s. Assuming that 2s is small compared to b, what should be the radius

a of the core, and how should the total stack thickness be divided between

the outer and inner stacks so as to minimize the attenuation constant of

the line? Finally, what should be the fraction of conducting material

in the stacks to minimize the attenuation constant, if the electrical

constants of the conducting and insulating layers are fixed, but the

properties of the main dielectric are at our disposal?

If the two inequalities

Si « a, s2 « b, (132)

are satisfied (these restrictions will be removed in Section IX, when we

discuss Clogston cables having an arbitrary fraction of their total volume

filled with laminations), then equation (118) for the attenuation constant

of a Clogston 1 with infinitesimally thin laminae and high-impedance

boundaries becomes, approximately,

1 f 1\± + i-1

.

(133)
\_asi os2J2rj g log (b/a)

If we write

s2 = 2s - si

,

(134)

and vary Si and s2 in accordance with this relation while holding a and b

constant, it is easy to show that the expression on the right side of

(133) is a minimum when

2sVb S2=
2s-vc

(135)

Va + vV Va + Vb

These equations tell us the most efficient way to divide the stacks in a

Clogston 1 when the radii of the core and the outer sheath are a and b re-

spectively, still assuming of course that the thickness of each stack is

small compared to its mean radius.

If we introduce the optimum values of Si and s2 into (133), we get

a ^ i rj_ *

2r] g(si + s2 ) log (b/a) \_V~a Vb_
' (136)

If b is fixed, the last expression is a minimum, considered as a function

of a, when

log (b/a) = 1 + y/a~fb. (137)
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The root of this transcendental equation is

b/a = 4.3827, a = 0.228176. (138)

Substituting this value of b/a into (135), we find

Si = 1.3535s,

s2 = 0.6465s, (139)

si/s2 = 2.0935;

while from (136) and (138) the minimum value of the attenuation

constant is

3288
(140)

vog(si + s2)b

'

To find the optimum value of 9, we observe that equation (118) for the

attenuation constant of a Clogston 1 cable with infinitesimally thin

laminae and high-impedance boundaries may be written in the form

a-^^/M,fc,*>, (141)

where the first factor depends on the electrical constants of the com-

ponents of the cable, while /(a, b, Si , s2) is a function only of the geometry.

By (110) the attenuation constant of a plane Clogston 1 has the same

form, only with a different dependence on the geometrical factors. Now
assume that the geometrical proportions of the line are fixed, and that

the electrical constants m , gi , m , and «2 of the conducting and insula-

ting layers are given, but that the constants ^o , «o of the main di-

electric and the fraction of space 6 occupied by conducting layers in

the stacks are at our disposal. The mo€ product of the main dielectric

is to be codetermined with 6 so that Clogston's condition (102) is always

satisfied. Solving (102) for gives

Mo«o — M2«2
(142)

Moen + (mi
—

M2)«2

Hence the first factor in the expression (141) for a may be written

(ep/ no)' _ <oLuofr> + (mi — ^2)^2]

%i 0iMo[mo«o — M2C2]

If we minimize the right side of (143) with respect to e , all other quanti-

ties being held constant, by equating to zero the derivative with respect

(143)
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to co and then solving for «o , we get

Moeo = *[G*i + 2M2) + (mi + 8miw)*]*2 . (144)

From (142) the value of 6 is

8= Mi + (m? + 8mW* (m5)
3mi + (mi + 8mim2)

j

and the corresponding attenuation constant is proportional to

Wmo)* = (fo/W_ 3mi + (mi + 8M1M2) Q 4fi
\

tyi <7i Mi + (m
2

i + 8mim2)
J

'

It will be observed that so far we have determined only the optimum

value of the product mo«o , and so we are still free to alter the ratio of

no to co while holding the product of these two quantities constant. For

given values of mi and M2 , we obtain the lowest attenuation constant by

making c as small as possible and mo as large as possible, subject of course

to the practical restriction that e cannot be lower than the dielectric

constant of free space. However if we permit M2 and mo to be simul-

taneously increased, as by magnetic loading of both the insulating layers

and the main dielectric, we find from (146) that on paper it is possible

to decrease the attenuation constant without any definite limit. This

observation is in accord with the fact that the attenuation constant of

an ordinary coaxial cable may be decreased indefinitely, with a corre-

sponding decrease in the velocity of propagation along the cable, if we

are willing to assume an unlimited amount of lossless magnetic loading.

If mi = M2 ,
(144) and (145) take the form

Moeo = 3m2c2 , d = 2/3, (147)

from which we have the result given by Clogston:
14

If the conducting

and insulating layers are infinitesimally thin and have equal permea-

bilities, then minimum attenuation is achieved when the thickness of the

conducting layers is twice the thickness of the insulating layers. In this

case, from (146) and (147) the attenuation is proportional to

(*q/mo) _ 3(cq/mo)
3

/
14

gs

Bgx 20i

When mo = M2 , corresponding to no magnetic loading, we must take

co = 3c2 , and (148) reduces to

14 Reference 1, pp. 513-514.
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(*>//*>)* _ 3>/3 fe/M2)* n . Q,

while if we load the main dielectric so that po = 3p2 and we can take

eo = e2 , we have

which is just one-third of the value with no magnetic loading.

As Clogston has pointed out, if the limitation is on the total thickness

of conducting material in the stacks rather than on the stack thicknesses

themselves, we shall find it advantageous to use a small value of 6 (a

high "dilution" of conducting material) so as to make the average

dielectric constant eo/(l — 0) of the stacks, which has to be matched by

the main dielectric, as small as possible. We shall see later that the effect

of finite lamina thickness is in fact to limit the total thickness of conduct-

ing material which it is useful to employ in a single stack at high frequen-

cies, so that for physical stacks of non-magnetic layers at high frequencies

the optimum value of is less than 2/3. Quantitative results which take

into account the finite thickness of the layers will be obtained in

Section XI.

To illustrate the use of some of the equations derived above by means

of a numerical example, we shall compare the attenuation constant of a

conventional coaxial cable with that of a Clogston 1 cable of the same

size. If a and b denote the radii of the inner and outer conductors of a

conventional coaxial cable, and we take b/a = 3.5911 to minimize the

attenuation constant, then we have from equation (48) of Section II,

on setting pi = a and p2 = b,

1796
(151)

t]ogi8ib
'

where t/ is the intrinsic impedance of the main dielectric, which may be

air. For a Clogston 1 coaxial cable with infinitesimally thin laminae, no

magnetic material in the stacks On = p.2 = p*), and the optimum propor-

tions given by (139) and (147), we have

4 -857
(152)

vogi(si + sz)&

'

where b is the outside radius of the outer stack and rj is the intrinsic

impedance of the main dielectric, which cannot be air in a Clogston cable.

The ratio of the attenuation constant a c of this Clogston cable to the
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attenuation constant aa of an air-filled standard coaxial of the same size,

made of the same conducting material, is

2.704 8 l

(153)
a, (/ttr/ftr)*(*l + S2)

'

where m,r and e0r refer to the main dielectric of the Clogston cable.

Since the attenuation constant of a standard coaxial cable is propor-

tional to the square root of frequency in the range we are considering,

while the attenuation constant of the ideal Clogston cable is independent

of frequency in this range, there will be a crossover frequency above

which the Clogston cable has a lower attenuation constant than a con-

ventional coaxial cable of the same size. If we are dealing with copper

conductors and if frequencies are measured in Mc-sec
-

and linear

dimensions in mils, then from equations (78) and (153) we find that the

crossover frequency is given approximately by

49.50 W,*)
/mc ~

(ft + «£»
' (154)

For example, let us take an ideal Clogston 1 cable of outer diameter

0.375 inches, excluding the sheath, with no magnetic loading, and assume

the following values:

a = 42.8 mils 6 = 2/3

b = 187.5 mils e2r = 2.26 (polyethylene)

si = 12.69 mils e0r = 3e2r = 6.78 (155)

S2 = 6.06 milS M0r = Mir = M2r = 1

Si + s2 = 18.75 mils

This cable has a lower attenuation constant than a standard air-filled

coaxial of the same size at frequencies above about 1 Mc-sec
-

,
the ap-

proximate formula (154) yielding 0.955 Mc-sec
-1

for the crossover

frequency and the exact equation (118), taken in conjunction with (151),

yielding 1.251 Mc-sec
-

.

The reader is cautioned that the comparison given by (153) between

Clogston and conventional cables is based upon certain highly idealized

assumptions. In the first place we have neglected the finite thickness of

the laminae, which will in fact cause the attenuation constant of a

physical Clogston cable to increase with increasing frequency, and

ultimately to cross over again and become higher than the attenuation

constant of a conventional air-filled coaxial. We have also neglected

dielectric and magnetic losses, which are likely to be directly propor-

tional to frequency and by no means negligible at the upper end of the
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frequency band. In practice, too, the juofo product of the main dielectric

must be held very close to the Clogston value or the benefit of the large

effective skin depth is lost; and the stacks must be extremely uniform or

again the depth of penetration is greatly reduced. We shall take up all

these matters in later sections, and shall see that while the results just

given represent ultimate limits of performance, the practical improve-

ments which can be achieved over conventional cables depend upon the

degree to which one can solve the manufacturing problems that tend to

make every actual Clogston cable differ more or less from the ideal struc-

ture considered above.

V. EFFECT OF FINITE LAMINA THICKNESS. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF

ATTENUATION IN CLOGSTON 1 LINES

The principal effect of finite lamina thickness in a Clogston cable is to

introduce a frequency dependence into the propagation constant, and
in particular to cause the attenuation constant to increase, with increas-

ing frequency, above the value which we have found for infinitesimally

thin laminae (or for finite laminae at low frequencies). The increased

losses are associated with the fact that the penetration depth in a lami-

nated stack decreases with increasing frequency, even when Clogston 's

condition is exactly satisfied, if the laminae are of finite thickness. We
shall now obtain expressions for the surface impedance of a plane lami-

nated stack of n double layers, such as is shown in Fig. 3, when Clogston 's

condition is satisfied but the individual layers are of finite thickness.

We first observe that Clogston's condition (102) implies

VtyKiti = 7720-0(1 — 70A2V2

= ?o;/i2 1 -
gM i + (1 - ohi

]
(1 - e)h

(1 - 0)M2 J
~

B (156)

= —iwpiti = —vi<Tid

where in the last step we have used the fact that in the conducting

layers tji„ is equal to 771 and kj is equal to ai to a very good approximation.

We now introduce the dimensionless parameter

= a
x t x

= (1 + i)k/h » kA
, (157)

which may be regarded as a measure of the electrical thickness of the

individual conducting layers. From (86) and (156) we have, for the prop-

agation constant per double layer,
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Ch T = Ch - £0 sh 0, (158)

and from (87), for the iterative impedances,

Kl = ®- [+ |0 + (i©
2 - coth + I)

5

],

01
(159)

k2 = 4- [- £© + a©2 - e coth © + ifl f

since 7]iy = Ki/gi = ®/g\h .

If the thickness U of each conducting layer is moderately small com-

pared to the skin depth 5i at the highest frequency of interest, the quanti-

ties T, K\ , and K2 may conveniently be expanded in powers of 0. The

identity

ch x - 1 = 2 sh
2
\x (160)

enables us to transform (158) into

sh
2
\T = Kch - 1) - J0 sh

48 L 15 560
^

after we expand sh and ch by Dwight 657.1 and 657.2 and collect

terms. Taking the square root by the binomial theorem gives

(161)

sh *r = -
4\/3

©4 170*
+ ] (162)

30 ' 50400

the negative sign being introduced because from (157) is a positive

imaginary number and we want Re T > 0. Then

r = 2 sh
-1 -1 4V3\

(-)-'

2 +^7
170

c

30 ' 50400
(163)

. _ _l r®
2

+ ®4

+ £ +
V3 L 2 60 525

provided that we expand the sh
1
function by Dwight 706. From (159)

we get

1 ^L 6 45 lo7° J

lu =
g\h

(3 + iVs) 2 +
45

4 - iy/Z

1575

(164)

6 + ]
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where we have expanded coth by Dwight 657.5 and chosen the sign

of the square root to make Re 7vi and Re K2 both positive.

Our first observation is that when the lamina thickness is finite the

effective skin depth of the stack is also finite. We have, from (157) and

(163),

r- 1
r,2
t{ itl 8fl

c2
~l~ , C r4

(165)

V3 Ut ' 155? 5255*

and the average propagation constant per unit distance into the stack is

r 1
r, =

(<i + k) V3(/i + h) A
r

4 + i^__§^ _...]. (166)
b\ 155? 5255$ J

If as usual we define the effective skin depth A to be the distance, meas-

ured into an infinitely deep stack, at which the current density has fallen

to 1/e of its value at the surface, then keeping only the first term in (166)

we have

A = 1 = V^i + jg)jj = Vjfo + fe)

( 167 )

Re Te t[ vntoft

N __ , -.v**__v«
(16g)

a result also given by Clogston.
15
The number JV of double layers in one

effective skin depth is

A = ygj = yg
(k + t2) t\ TTfrgifll

while the total thickness T& of conducting material in these layers is

T, = Nh = ?/**-J&-. (169)

TA is essentially the thickness of conducting material in each stack which

is effectively carrying current; it is evident that for small values of h/Si

this effective thickness is inversely proportional to the frequency / and

to the thickness £1 of the individual conducting layers, but independent

of the thckness t2 of the insulating layers, provided that t2 is very small

compared to the length of a free wave in the insulating material.

In the general case, still assuming of course that Clogston 's condition

is satisfied, the surface impedance Zo(to) of a plane Clogston stack is

given by equation (65) of Section III, namely

7( , |Z,(yo)(AV
r + K2e~

nT
) + K XK» sh nT ,

Uy0) ~ ZM sh nT + HKie
-" r + K*" T

) '

{ 0)

16 Reference 1, equation (III—44).
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where Z„(y ) is the impedance of the surface behind the stack. If = 0,

(170) reduces to (105) of Section IV, that is,

Zo(7o) =
gs + 1/Zn (y )

=
glTl + l/Zw(7o)

' (1?1)

where T\ is the total thickness of conducting material in the stack. If

Z„(7o) is infinite, then for all values of and n we have

Zo(yo) = ®- [i© + (i02 - G coth + 1)* coth nT); (172)
giti

and if Re nT is large, corresponding to a stack many effective skin depths

thick, then for any Zn(y ) we have

Z (to) = Ki . (173)

Once Z (to) has been computed for a particular frequency, the at-

tenuation and phase constants of the plane Clogston 1 line at that fre-

quency are given, as in Section II, by

a = Re Z (7o)/W>, (174)

jS = uVw + Im Z (7o)/W>. (175)

Explicit expressions for the surface impedance of a coaxial stack of finite

layers have not been derived. However, if in a coaxial Clogston 1 the

thickness of each stack is small compared to its mean radius, or if the

depth of penetration given by (167) is small compared to the radius of

the surface near which the currents flow, then the parallel-plane formula

(170) may be used for the stack impedances Zi(?o) and Z2 (to) which are

to be substituted into the equations of Section II for the attenuation

and phase constants, namely

a = ReWg + g^Vg;
(176)

Ztjo log ips/pij

a / _i_ t™ Zi(yg)/pi + Z 2(yQ)/p2 ,.--.
= -VS5 + 1-

2, log (P2/Pl)
" • <177)

If the plane approximations are regarded as insufficiently accurate, one

can compute the surface impedance of a cylindrical stack by repeated

multiplication of matrices similar to the one given by equations (88) of

Section III. This procedure would obviously involve considerable numeri-

cal computation, but we can hardly expect that it would reveal anything

qualitatively new for Clogston cables of the proportions considered in

Part I.
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It will be instructive to compare the impedance of a laminated plane

stack with the impedance of a solid metal plate over the full frequency

range from zero to very high frequencies. If the stack contains n con-

ducting layers, each of thickness k , and the metal plate is of thickness

7\ = nti , the impedances of the plate and of the stack will be equal at

zero frequency, and also at very high frequencies where the first layer

of the stack is already many skin depths thick. For simplicity we assume

that both the plate and the stack are backed by infinite-impedance

surfaces at all frequencies.

To orient ourselves we shall define three critical frequencies, for which

respectively the thickness of the solid plate is equal to one skin depth in

the metal, the thickness of the stack is equal to one "effective skin depth",

and the thickness of a single conducting layer is equal to \/S skin depths

in the metal. These frequencies are
'

ft = l/(7TM i<7i7l) ('A = 6,),

ft = VS/fa^m = V3H.A (Ti = TA ), (178)

f3 = 3/(7tmi^I) = 3n
2

/i (ti = a/35i).

The approximate forms of the surface impedance functions of the plate

and the stack in the various frequency ranges are then quite simple.

In the range ^ / ^ .A , the surface impedance of the solid plate is

approximately constant and given by

Z (7o) « 1/<7i7\ , (179)

while in the range/ ^ A we see approximately the surface impedance of

an infinite plate,

Zo(7o) « (1 + i),'yA = (1 4- j)VW/?1 , (180)

which is proportional to y/f. The surface impedance of the stack is

approximately constant in the range ^ / :£» fz, where

Zofro) « l/giK , (181)

while in the range ft ^ / 2£ h it is approximately equal to the impedance

Ki of an infinitely deep stack of moderately thin layers as given by the

first of equations (164), namely

Z (7o) ft* (1/V3 + *>M/, (182)

in In this connection see also Reference 1, Fig. 2, p. 494. Clogston compares
a laminated stack with a solid plate of I he same total thickness as the stack, hence
a plate which contains more conducting material than the stack.
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which is directly proportional to frequency (and independent of con-

ductivity). For/ ^ /3 the stack acts much like an infinitely thick solid

plate, for which

Zo(7o) « (i + 0/01*1 = (i + vW/gi

»

(183)

an impedance again proportional to y/f.

The real parts of the approximate expressions for surface impedance

may be plotted on log-log paper, where power-law relationships are

represented by straight lines, to give quite a good idea of the way in

which the stack resistance varies over the entire frequency range. To

show how the exact resistance departs from the approximate formulas in

the transition regions, we have calculated the resistance of a particular

stack over the full frequency range from equation (172), and also the

resistance of the corresponding solid plate from the formula

Zo(to) = (1 + VW/ffi coth [(1 + OvWi/ZM, (184)

and plotted the results, together with those for an infinite plate and an

infinite stack, in Fig. 7. The actual numerical values were chosen solely

for ease in plotting, and are of no particular significance. It should be

noted that the exact curves oscillate slightly around the asymptotic lines

in the transition regions. For example, the resistance of the laminated

stack is actually higher than the resistance of the solid plate at certain

frequencies slightly above f3 . These oscillations appear clearly in the

numerical results, but are scarcely visible on the plots because of the

logarithmic compression of the upper ends of the frequency and re-

sistance scales.

We shall next obtain an expression for the rate at which the surface

impedance of a laminated stack begins to depart from its dc value as

the frequency is increased. For this purpose we must expand the various

factors appearing in equation (170) for Z (to) in powers of 0. Using the

expansions (163) and (164) which have already been derived for T, Ki
,

and Ki , it is a matter of straightforward if tedious algebra to show

that:

e
„r m j

_ iVSn @2 _ (15n
2 + i2\/dn) @4 + . , . ^^

3(>()

e~
nT„r = fy/gra @2 _ (15n

2 - i2VSn) e« + . (186)
6 360

shnT = -;
2\/3

•

, ©4

_ (175n
2 - 48) .

^30 12600
, (187)
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Kie
nT + K2e~

nT

K1e~
nT + AV r

(15n - 4) - (175n? - 70n - 16) ^4

30
0*-

4200

(188)

(189)

^gA L

(15n 4- 4) - (175?i2 + 70n - 16) .

30
©-_

4200
0*4-

K1K2 sh ?ir =
1 in

(<Mi)
2

6V3
6
4- (190)

By substituting the above series into equation (170), we can obtain

the variation of the stack impedance with frequency so long as h/8i is

sufficiently small. Although in principle there would be no difficulty in

taking into account an arbitrary sheath impedance Z„(y ), for brevity

we shall restrict ourselves here to the case in which the sheath impedance

is so high that at all frequencies of interest the current in the sheath may

be neglected. Then we have equation (191) (see next page).

1
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Fig. 7—Surface resistance R of solid plates and laminated stacks versus

frequency/ on log-log scale.
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2 sh nT

which can be reduced to

r ( \
l

l~i _l
&n - 1) a2 (5n

2 - 1) q4 ,

Zo(7o) = ^ L
1 + ~^^ ~ ~180- @ + ••

~ j_r 1 +^ + « + ...i

(192)

the last expression being valid if the number of double layers is not too

small (n ^ 5, say). To this approximation the fractional changes in the

resistance and reactance of the stack are

AR T\t\ _ IjtW'M*
,1Q«x

S" "
95} 9

' UWJ

^ = ^ = yltoW, (194)

where

i?o = 1/giTi (195)

is the dc resistance. From the exact calculations described above it

appears that (193) and (194) are valid up to the neighborhood of the

critical frequency

/i = VZ/WfiiQihTx), (196)

at which frequency the approximate formulas yield

AR/R = 1/3, AX/Ro = V3- (197)

For f > fi , however, these approximations rapidly break down.

We may now answer the question: What must be the thickness t\ of

the individual conducting layers in a plane stack which contains a given

total thickness 7\ of conducting material, if at a specified top frequency

fm the resistance of the stack is not to have increased by more than a

specified small fraction of its dc value? We find that the permissible

value of h is

/i
=^WV?' (198)

and we note that this value of t\ is inversely proportional both to fm and

to T\ . If we measure h and T\ in mils and/m in Mc -sec
-1

, then on putting
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in the numerical values of m and g\ for copper, we have

(h)miis — it \ /rp \ A/ -5- • (199)
\JmjMc\l lJmilB V Ko

For a plane Clogston 1 with stacks of equal thickness, the attenuation

constant is given by (174), and the fractional change in attenuation

with frequency is equal to the fractional change in resistance of either

stack, as calculated from (193). For a coaxial Clogston 1 with stacks

thin enough so that the plane approximation is valid we may also use

(193), but the fractional changes in resistance will be different for the

two stacks if these are of different thicknesses, and the fractional change

in the attenuation constant must be calculated from equation (176).

If Rio and J?2o are the dc resistances "per square" of the two stacks, and

ARi and AR2 their increments as obtained from (193), then the fractional

increase in attenuation is given approximately by

Aa _, ARi/pi + ARi/p2 /
20Q

n
O-1

ao Rio/pi + R20/P2

For either plane or cylindrical geometry we find that if we scale up a

particular Clogston line by multiplying the thicknesses of the stacks and

the main dielectric by the same factor, then the low-frequency at-

tenuation constant will be divided by the square of the scale factor.

However, the permissible thickness of the individual conducting layers,

if we are to have the attenuation flat to a specified degree up to a fixed

frequency, is inversely proportional to the scale factor. Thus if we double

the overall dimensions of the line and double the amount of conducting

material in the stacks, we shall divide the low-frequency attenuation

constant by four, but we shall have to make the individual layers half as

thick in order to maintain the same relative increase in attenuation

constant at the same top frequency fm In addition it is clear that if we

double the top frequency while maintaining the same requirement on

Aa/a for a line of given dimensions, we shall also have to cut the thick-

ness of the individual layers in half.

As a numerical example, let us return to the cable whose specifications

were given by (155) at the end of Section IV. For this cable Ave have:

(201)

Pi = 55.49 mils dSi = 8.46 mils

p2 = 181.44 mils ds 2
= 4.04 mils

P2/P1 — 3.270 R20/R10 ^ si/s2 = 2.094
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If the conducting layers are copper, we find that equation (200) for the

fractional increase in attenuation becomes, numerically,

Aa/ao « 0.121(*i)Li./L • (202)

If for example the copper layers are 0.1 mil thick and the polyethylene

layers 0.05 mil thick, since we are assuming 6 = 2/3, then the attenuation

constant has increased by 10 per cent of its "flat" value at a frequency of

about 9.1 Mc-sec
-1

.

We may also ask for the upper crossover frequency, above which the

Clogston cable will have a higher attenuation constant than a standard

air-filled coaxial of the same size. Such a crossover frequency must exist

because the dielectric loading of the Clogston cable (in our case «or =

6.78) introduces a factor \/«or m*o the asymptotic expression for the

attenuation constant at extremely high frequencies when the stacks look

like solid metal walls; in addition there will be slight differences due to

the fact that the geometric proportions of the conventional and Clogston

cables are not exactly the same.

We assume, subject to a posteriori verification, that the upper cross-

over frequency lies between the critical frequencies /2 and f3 , defined by

(178), for each stack. Then we have in effect infinitely deep stacks of

moderately thin laminae, whose surface resistances are equal and are

given by (182) to be

R 1
= R2

~ tM/\/S = 5.79 X IO^i^s/mo ohms. (203)

The attenuation constants of the conventional and Clogston cables are

obtained from (151) and (176) respectively, where for the conventional

coaxial we set vo = Vv . After a little arithmetic we find for the upper

crossover frequency in this particular case,

/Mc & 2.79/(«i)L- • (204)

Thus if the copper layers are 0.1 mil thick, the upper crossover frequency

is about 280 Mc-sec
-1

, which turns out to lie well inside the interval

between the critical frequencies /2 and f3 for both stacks.

Comparing this result with the result at the end of Section IV, we see

that a 0.375-inch Clogston 1 cable with 0.1-mil copper conductors and

the other specifications given by (155) is nominally better than a con-

ventional air-filled coaxial cable of the same size in the frequency range

from about 1 Mc -sec
-1

to 280 Mc -sec
-1

. We are still neglecting the effect

of failure to satisfy Clogston 's condition exactly, the effect of stack non-

uniformity, and dielectric losses. All of these factors will be present to a

greater or less degree in any physical embodiment of a Clogston cable,
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and will reduce, or in extreme cases even eliminate, the frequency range

over which the Clogston cable exhibits lower loss than a conventional

coaxial cable.

VI. EFFECT OF DIELECTRIC MISMATCH

We may think of Clogston's relation (102) as a condition imposed on

the phase velocity in a laminated transmission line to maximize the

depth of eddy current penetration into the stacks. If this condition is

not exactly satisfied, that is, if the mo*o product of the main dielectric is

not equal to the jie product of the stacks, then the effective skin depth

of the stacks is finite at finite frequencies and decreases with increasing

frequency even in the ideal case of infinitesimally thin layers, while if

the layers are of finite thickness the effective skin depth is even less than

it would be with a perfectly matched main dielectric. The losses in the

stacks at moderate frequencies where Clogston's penetration effect is of

importance are correspondingly increased by the presence of dielectric

mismatch.

For a quantitative discussion we define the amount of dielectric

mismatch A(/Lt eo) by

AOioeo) = Mofo — M«, (205)

and also the dielectric mismatch parameter k by

. _ a(mq6q)
=

(i - e) a(mqcq) /

206
x

MC — A*2€2 me*

111 terms of A:, the general expressions for r, ivi ,
and K* in a plane stack

of finite layers take a relatively simple form. We have

y-<yK-J-< = I72<ra(l — yo/<ri)h

ium . , (1 — 8)ti
= — fa - Moeo] - -j-

(207)

= -iuiii(l + k)h = -(1 + h)riiaik

~ — (1 + l)T]iyKiti,

after a little rearrangement, where the only approximation that has

been made so far is to set rjiu ~ Vi and K] ~ o\ . Substituting (207) into

(86) and (87) gives

cli r = ch - |(1 + fe)0 sh 0, (208)

and
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Ki = ~r ft(l + fe)0 + Vi(l + A")
2©2 - (1 + A;)0 COth + l],

**
(209)

Kt - -^ [-id + fc)e + Via + *-)
2©2 - a + *oe coth e + 1],

where as usual

= trA = (1 + 0<i/«i ~ *fc • (21°)

If k = 0, equations (208) and (209) evidently reduce to (158) and (159)

of the preceding section. For a stack of infinitesimally thin layers, the

constants Te and K are given by equations (93) and (94) of Section

III, namely

T, = 1"^. (o>
2
/Ze - «Wo)l = (~2zfc)V«i ,

(211)

K = Yc/g = (-2ft)VflA. (212>

Up to this point we have set no restrictions on the magnitude of k,

and we have not even assumed that k is necessarily real. Throughout

the rest of this section, however, we shall assume that k is a positive or

negative real number, as it must be if there is no dielectric or magnetic

dissipation.

In practice both the lamina thickness and the amount of dielectric

mismatch will be as small as it is feasible to make them. It will be useful,

therefore, to obtain approximate expressions for V, K\ , and Ki under

the assumptions

| | « 1, |
ft

|
« 1. (213)

Then equation (208) yields

sh
2
|r = i(ah - 1) - 1(1 + fc)@ sh

= -^ 2 _ (1 + 2fc)
fc< _ <214>

4 48

If
|
k

|
« 1 we can neglect 2k compared to unity in the coefficient of

4

, but since we have made no assumptions as to the relative magni-

tudes of
|

|
and \k\, we cannot drop either the term in fc0

2
or the

term in
4

. If we replace sh fr by £r in (214), we get
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r & [-/c0
2 - 4

/12]*

— IdA)
2 - e*]'

' V35i
(215)

- ^|g \WWi/siV + 9^- + j^i/fii)
2

]

4

-i(sgn fc)[VJ(ii/«i) 4 + 9A;
2 - |«i/*i)?},

where we have taken the square root of the complex quantity by Dwight

58.2, and

+1 if fc>0,
sen k = (216)

— 1 if k < 0.

Similarly, from (209),

« -T ft©* + 0V-/C - ®2/12]

- f(sgn k)[VWi/8iY + 9fc
2 - |0iA)1ft

)i

tf2 «-^ [WWi/W + w + K*i/«i)T - *VW«i

- *'(sgn k)[VW7W+~9k2 - *fe/«i)lM-

The effective skin depth of a stack of moderately thin layers in the

presence of slight dielectric mismatch is, from (215),

. (*i + U) _ V3(*i + fa)V<i
roift

v
A - Re r - [Vi«i/«0 4 + 9*» + hih/hf]'

• {21 *}

An equation essentially equivalent to this was given by Clogston, in

somewhat different notation.
17

It is clear from (211) or (218) that if the

layers are infinitesimally thin, we have

A - Si/6 |
k f, (219)

and the effective skin depth in the stack is proportional to the skin

17 Reference 1, equation (III—42).
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depth 5i ill the conducting material at the operating frequency, although

if the mismatch parameter k is small, the proportionality constant mul-

tiplying 5i will be large. In the general case, the number of double layers

in one effective skin depth is

N m A _ V3faA /290)
fe + fe [Vi(W + w + MA)8]*

'

and the total thickness of conducting material in these layers is

[VKfcA) 4 + m + Wi/hY

It is instructive to plot the effective skin depth of a given stack at a

fixed frequency as a function of dielectric mismatch. If

A = Vs(h + WA/A (222)

denotes the effective skin thickness when there is no mismatch, then the

relative skin thickness when the mismatch parameter is k is just

A ^ (223)

rA ,M1
= r_^ ..

V™ ^ - (221)

Ao [Vl + 36A2
51/<1 + 1]

»•

This ratio is plotted against k in Fig. 8, a universal curve being obtained

by measuring k in units of {h/hf. It is worth noting that when k =

{h/di)
2

, the effective skin thickness is only 53 per cent of the skin

thickness with perfect dielectric match.

The surface impedance Z (to) of a laminated plane stack at any fre-

quency and with any amount of dielectric mismatch is given by equa-

tion (65),

„, s
\Zn{y ){K,e

nT + K*~* T
) + KxKt sh nT

(
v

Zo(7o) ~
Z„(To)shnr4- U^e-^+IW) '

^
For a stack with infinitesimally thin layers and total thickness s, the

equation becomes

n i \ v Zniyo) ch Tes + K sh T t 8 ,99-
/o(7o) = K

Zn (y ) sh T<s + KchTcs ' ^
where Te and K are given by (211) and (212). At zero frequency,

Zo(7o) =
ss + i/z.m

=m + vz.<.y.) '

(226)

while if Z„(yo) is infinite, in general
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Zo(7o)= -^ 14(1 + h)S
(227)

+ [i(l + k)
2®2 - (1 + fc)0 coth + 1]

J coth nr},

which simplifies, for infinitesimally thin layers, to

Zu(to) = K coth r,s. (228)

If the stack is many effective skin depths thick, we have

Zo(to) = Ki

,

(229)

while if the individual layers are infinitesimally thin,

ZoCYo) = K
,

(230)

where K\ and /C are given by (209) and (211), respectively.

When Zn(7o) > s known, the attenuation and phase constants of the

parallel-plane Clogston 1 are given as usual by

a = Re Z«,(7o)/W>,

= «VWo + Im Z (7o)/ijob.

For the coaxial (-able we use

Zi(yn)/pi + £2(70)/p2
a = Re

= a>vWo + Im

2rjo log (p2/pi)

Zi(yo)/pi + Zi{y^)/p-i

(231)

(232)

(233)

(234)
2ij log (P2/P1)

but the impedances of the cylindrical stacks are easy to compute only if

we can employ the parallel-plane approximation for each stack. To take

Fig. 8—Relative skin depth A/A„ in a stack of finite layers versus dielectric

mismatch parameter A-, measured in units of (<i/5i)
2

.
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curvature effects into account would require a considerable amount of

numerical calculation. Equation (98) of Section III provides an explicit

expression for the surface impedance of a cylindrical stack of infini-

tesimally thin layers in the presence of dielectric mismatch, in terms of

Bessel functions of complex argument; but if the layers are of finite

thickness we can at present do nothing better than multiply out the

matrices of the individual layers step by step.

The variation of the surface impedance of a laminated stack with

frequency over the full frequency range is not quite so simple in the

presence of dielectric mismatch as when Clogston's condition is exactly

satisfied, but a somewhat analogous discussion may be given. As in the

preceding section, we consider a plane stack of n conducting layers

each of thickness h , where nti — Ti , and backed by an infinite-imped-

ance surface. When the mismatch parameter is k, the three critical

frequencies are:

/, = l/(ir/itfi2l) (Tr m 80,

h = -v/3/OrMi^iWl + 3nW)

- Vifr/i/Vl + 3»2
fc
2 (7\ = T&),

/a = 8/(T/«i0rf5) = 3n
2

/i (h = \/3«i).

In the range 25 / ^ fa , the surface impedance of the stack is ap-

proximately constant, being given by

Zofro) » VgiTi . (236)

In the range /2 ^ / ^ fa , we have

Zo(7o) « Kj
, (237)

where K\ is given by (217) provided that k is small compared to unity.

For infinitesimally thin layers the upper critical frequency /3 is infinite,

and we have for / ^ /2 ,

Z (y ) «
I

k \\l - i sgn h)/gA
.

(238)
= (1 - % sgn fc)V*7Zi

I

k
I S/9i »

which is proportional to \/f. If the layers are of finite thickness but

k = 0, we have the result obtained in the preceding section,

Z (to) » (l/VS + J)rpAf, (239)

which is proportional to / up to the critical frequency ji . If neither the

mismatch parameter k nor the layer thickness t\ is zero, then the surface
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impedance Zo(to) cannot be represented by a simple power of / in the

range /2 ^ / ^ /;» . At frequencies above /3 , if the layer thickness is

finite, the impedance is approximately that of a solid conductor, namely

Zo(to) « (1 + i)/gxh = (1 + i)V:^J/gi

,

(240)

which is proportional to \/f.

Since in general the surface resistance depends upon the two param-

eters h/8i and fc, it is not possible to plot a single curve which shows the

variation of resistance with frequency under all possible conditions of

dielectric mismatch. However if we compare a matched stack of finite

layers with a similar mismatched stack, we see that the asymptotic

behavior of Z (t ) is the same for both stacks at very low and very

high frequencies. A numerical study of the exact equation for Z (yo)

shows that in the neighborhood of the critical frequency /2 ,
the resist-

ance of the mismatched stack is higher than the resistance of the matched

stack. (The critical frequency /2 as defined in (235) is a function of the

mismatch parameter k, but will be of the same order of magnitude for

a slightly mismatched stack as for a perfectly matched stack.) The

resistance of the mismatched stack exhibits relatively small fluctuations

above and below the resistance of the matched stack in the neighborhood

of the upper critical frequency /3 , but this region is not of as much prac-

tical interest as the region near /2 , where the stack resistance is defi-

nitely increased by the effect of dielectric mismatch.

An explicit expression for the rate at which the surface impedance of

a mismatched stack begins to depart from its dc value as the frequency

is increased has been worked out only for the ideal case of infinitesimally

thin layers. For a plane stack of infinitesimal layers backed by an in-

finite-impedance surface, equation (228) gives, at moderately low fre-

quencies,

7( , K f (r,*)
2

(r,s)
4

1

J_ |~1 ?^i 4- *^?i -4- 1
tiTil 35?

+
455J

"*"

"J'

from which the fractional changes in resistance and reactance are

AR AJlT\ = 4fcVjjgffi/_
2

R " 45«f 45
'

AX _ _2kT\ = 2kTTnigiTlf

Ra "
33f 3

(241)

(242)

(243)
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The admissible value of | A; |, if the fractional change in resistance is not

to exceed a specified value AR/Ro at a given top frequency /,„ ,
is

I/I- 3V/
5 5 i

A fi& _ 3a/5 /AR
(9

,.,
1 H ~ 2T\ V R ' 2TMi fmn V Ro

' K }

which is inversely proportional both to fm and to the square of the total

thickness of conducting material in the stack. If we express T\ in mils,

fm in Mc sec
-1

, and assume the conducting layers to be copper, we get

_227i m
(245)

The variation with frequency of the surface impedance of a matched

stack of finite layers at moderate frequencies (say / ^ fi) is given by

equation (192) of Section V; but no simple formula has yet been de-

rived for the surface impedance of a mismatched stack of finite layers

in this frequency range. The derivation of such a formula would appear

to involve nothing more than some rather formidable algebra, the diffi-

culties centering around the fact that in the general case we can make

no a priori assumptions as to the relative magnitudes of A; and {t\/8i) •

It is reasonable to suppose, however, that if both dielectric mismatch

and finite lamina thickness contribute appreciably to AR/R , the per-

missible values of
|

fc
|
and k individually will be less, if we are to achieve

a given flatness of the attenuation versus frequency curve, then the

permissible value of either if the other factor were unimportant.

To exhibit the effect of dielectric mismatch from a slightly different

point of view, we may plot the surface resistance of an infinitely deep

plane stack of moderately thin layers (a finite stack several effective

skin depths thick would show essentially the same behavior) at a fixed

frequency, as a function of the mismatch parameter k. The surface re-

sistance is just Re Ki , which may be obtained from (217) if k and

ti/8i are assumed small compared to unity. Fig. 9 shows the dimension-

less quantity

Re ftMTi = -Tg [Vt(*i/«i)
4 + 9A-* + Kfe/ft)"!*. <246)

for the three values h/Si = 0, U/Si = 0.1, and h/8i = 0.2. For an elec-

trically thick solid conductor we have simply

Reg&Ki = 1; (247)

hence to get any benefit from the laminated stack we must have

Re (j\8iKi smaller than unity. Actually, if we meet Clogston's condition by
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Fig. 9—Normalized stack resistance Re Q\h\Ki versus dielectric mismatch
parameter k, for different values of I1/81.

raising the dielectric constant and thus lowering the impedance of the

main dielectric, then since the attenuation constant of the line is pro-

portional to the ratio of stack resistance to dielectric impedance, we

must have Re (ji8iK\ considerably smaller than unity to obtain a lower

attenuation with the Clogston line than with an ordinary air-filled line

having solid metal walls.

For a plane Clogston 1 line with stacks of equal thickness, the frac-

tional change in the attenuation constant with frequency is equal to

the fractional change in the resistance of either stack, whether this

change arises from the effects of finite lamina thickness or from di-

electric mismatch or both. The fractional change in the attenuation con-

stant of a coaxial Clogston 1 depends not only on the change in resist-

ance of each stack, but also on the geometric proportions of the cable,

in the manner expressed by equation (200) of Section V.

The effect of dielectric mismatch on the overall attenuation versus

frequency characteristic of a Clogston cable is in general to reduce the

total frequency range (in Mcsec
-

) over which the Clogston cable has

a smaller attenuation constant than a conventional air-filled coaxial

cable of the same size. To calculate the lower crossover frequency we

may ordinarily neglect finite lamina thickness effects and use equation

(241) for the stack impedances, while at the upper crossover frequency

the stack impedances are very nearly equal to K\ , as given by (217).
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It should be remembered that mismatch of the mo«o product of the main

dielectric will usually be accompanied by a change in the dielectric

impedance \//z /eo • Thus under certain conditions the lower crossover

frequency may even be reduced by choosing eo slightly below the Clog-

ston value, inasmuch as the increase in dielectric impedance may more

than compensate for the increase in stack resistance at low frequencies;

but it appears that this will be paid for in a steeper slope of the attenu-

ation versus frequency curve and a consequent greater reduction of the

upper crossover frequency.

It would be very useful to make a numerical study of the effects of

dielectric mismatch in Clogston cables having a variety of different pro-

portions; but in the present paper space limitations restrict us to a few

observations concerning orders of magnitude. For the cable which we

considered at the end of the preceding section, it turns out than an

increase or decrease of 1 per cent in the value of e makes a change of

at most a very few per cent in either crossover frequency ; with a matched

dielectric, we recall, these crossover frequencies were about 1 Mc-sec
-

and about 280 Mc-sec
-1

respectively. However if we had designed a

laminated cable with thicker stacks or thinner laminae or both, so as to

increase the theoretical factor of improvement over a conventional cable

in the working frequency range, we should have found that the tolerable

deviation of e from Clogston's value, instead of being of the order of

1 per cent, was more nearly of the order of 0.1 per cent or even smaller;

and the greater the improvement striven for, the more stringent the re-

quirement of accurate dielectric match.

VII. DIELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC LOSSES IN CLOGSTON 1 LINES

Dielectric and magnetic dissipation in the main dielectric and in the

stacks can be taken into account by introducing complex dielectric con-

stants and permeabilities for the lossy materials. Thus we may write

«o = «o
— "o = to (1 — i tan 4>Q),

(2 = «2
—

i*i — e2 (1
— i tan <£ 2),

no = mo
— W = mo (1 — i tan f ), (248)

Mi = Mi
—

*/*i = Mi (1 — * tan fi),

M2 = M2
—

*Mj
= M2 (1

—
i tan f2),

where in the most general case the loss tangents may all be different,

though it will be assumed that they are all small compared to unity, so

that the problem may be treated by first-order perturbation methods.
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The average rate of energy dissipation per unit volume in a lossy di-

electric by a harmonically varying electric field of maximum amplitude

E is just \ut"E~, since the imaginary part e" of the complex dielectric

constant corresponds to a conductivity g = ojc". Similarly the average

rate of energy dissipation per unit volume in a lossy magnetic material

by a harmonically varying magnetic field of maximum amplitude H is

\uy."H . The part of the attenuation constant which arises from di-

electric and magnetic dissipation is one-half the ratio of power dissipated

per unit length of line to total transmitted power, provided of course

that the attenuation per wavelength is small. Since the loss tangents

of the various materials are assumed small, we can use the fields found

for the lossless case to calculate the transmitted and dissipated power.

If the volume occupied by currents in the stacks is small compared

to the volume of the main dielectric, so that we can neglect the power

flow in the stacks in the direction of wave propagation compared to the

power flow in the main dielectric, then the part of the attenuation

constant which is due to dielectric and magnetic dissipation is given by
equation (51) of Section II, namely

ad = |a>v3o(tan 0„ + tan ft) =
7

\
M° r€(lr

(tan <j> 4- tan f ), (249)

where X„ is the vacuum wavelength and n0r , €0r are the real parts of the

relative permeability and relative dielectric constant of the main di-

electric. This equation will be derived from energy considerations pres-

ently. It should be noted that the part of the attenuation constant

given by (249) is directly proportional to frequency, provided that the

loss tangents are independent of frequency; but it is the same for both

plane and coaxial geometry and is independent of all the geometrical

factors which describe the size and the relative proportions of the line.

Equation (249) will probably be sufficiently accurate for all Clogston

1 lines having the proportions (stacks thin compared to main dielectric)

which we have considered in Part I. As an example wherein we also take

into account the power flow in the stacks, however, we shall treat a

parallel-plane line with infinitesimally thin laminae backed by high-

impedance walls. Then, according to equations (120) and (121) of

Section IV, the principal field components in the main dielectric are

Hx ttH ,

Ey » - V^otfo

,

(250)

and in the stacks,
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IIx ttHQ(ia=Fy)/s,
. _ (251)

Ev « - Vik'/i'Hoiha T v)/s >

the propagation factor e
_7;+,u" being understood throughout. To take

account of dielectric and magnetic dissipation in the stacks, we write

i = i'~ n" = [4/d - 6)\ - fct'/a - w>
(252)

a = a' - m" = [ei& + (i - e)to] - i[6& + (1 - e)iH\.

The average power P transmitted through the main dielectric is

obtained by integrating the real part of the z-component of the com-

plex Poynting vector |E X H* over unit width of the line; thus

Po = * [
" VMHoHt dy = WMH Htb. (253)

Similarly, the average power Pi transmitted per unit width of either

stack is

Pi = \ H WVN HoHtiha - y)
2
/s

2

] dy (2M)

= kVWJi'HoBts.

The average power AP dissipated in the main dielectric per unit length

and width of the line is

APo = ho> / [i'EyE* + pXHJiZ] dy

= £co[e (mo/«o) + Mo ]H Ho b

= %o)noH H b(t&n fa + tan f ),

while the average power APi dissipated per unit length and width of

either stack is

APi = |co
J

"
[e"EvE* + a"HxH*A dy

(256)

= ^wji'HoHoS (tan <fr> + tan £),

where

- ju" 6fn + (1 — 0)^2 a
? k7\

tan r = — =
fl

/ , n ^7" " ^ ;

M fyi + (1
—

£')M2

The attenuation constant due to dielectric and magnetic dissipation is
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a,i =
AP„ + 2APi

2(P + 2P0

i t-rr (t»n <£o + tan ft) + (2m's/3mo&) (tan <£2 + tan f)

(258)

+ (2«/3&VjB'fJ//#'

which reduces to (249) if we neglect the terms in s/b. The total attenua-

tion is the sum of the metal losses, given by equation (110), and the

dielectric and magnetic losses.

For a coaxial Clogston 1 cable with infinitesimally thin laminae and

high-impedance boundaries, the principal field components are given by

equations (120)—(128) of Section IV. In the main dielectric we have

H,p J_

en 27rp

(259)

while in the inner stack,

Ee

and in the outer stack,

Hr -- «2
)

2irp(pi -a2)'

/(P
2 - a?)

2wp(pi -

-P2
)

-a2)'

2irp(b~

,
ft

- pD'

P
?")

(260)

HA

e' 2xp(& — p5)
'

The average power transmitted through the main dielectric is

(261)

Po = ^ '4!f-***, (202)
p\

while for the average power transmitted through the inner and outer

stacks it will be sufficient to replace the exact expressions by the follow-

ing simple approximations,

Pl ~ 2 V 1' ^ Si

3Pi'

Pa
W II* S2

e 2t 3p2

(263)

(264)
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For the average power dissipated per unit length of line in the main

dielectric and the inner and outer stacks we have, respectively,

t r*

AP = fcyio n- loS - (tan ^o + tan ft), (265)
Zt pi

APi « ^w/l' -jt— ^- (tan 02 + tan f),
Z7T Dpi

T T* o

AP2 ~ |wp' -pr— — (tan 02 + tan f).
^7T OP2

(266)

The part of the attenuation constant which is due to dielectric and

magnetic dissipation is therefore

APo + APi + AP2

Otd =

= ^V,

2(P + Pi + P2)

log — (tan 0o + tan ft) + ^~ (
J + "

) (tan ^ + tan f)
7-7 Pi 3 Mo \Pl P2/

M0C0
P2 , 1 . /pVo /*!,!!
pi 3 k po€ Vp1 p2

We need scarcely point out that if the loss tangents are not small

compared to unity, it may be impossible to satisfy Clogston's condition

(102) very closely with a real value of 6, and the resulting mismatch

may reduce the depth of penetration and increase the metal losses in

the stacks. In practice, however, the loss tangents will be of the order

of 0.001 or even 0.0001, and matching the imaginary parts of po«o and

jSe will be much less of a practical problem than matching the real parts.

Appendix I

BESSEL FUNCTION EXPANSIONS

Let pi and p2 be the inner and outer radii of a cylindrical shell and

let the thickness t, given by

t = p2 - pi

,

(Al)

be less than pi . Then, following Schelkunoff , we may replace the Bessel

functions appearing in equation (68) of Section III by their Taylor ex-

pansions, namely

1 S. A. Schelkunoff, Bell System Tech. J., 13, pp. 561-562 (1934).
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him) = h(npi + at) = 2 —r Io
n
\m),

71=0 w!

/i(fp2) = hUpo) = XI —r ^°" * ("pd*
n =o n!

tfiM = -/v'oUp2) = -E ^~ ^ n+1)uPl).
n=o n!

(A2)

It follows that
00

C •/^
n

Ko(kpi)Ii(kp*) + A'lUpoHnUpi) = — X) —r #n+l(tpl),
n=0 W!

Ko(kpi)Io(kP2) — 7vo(kp2)/(i(kpi) = — Zl —— Bn (npi),
n=0 W

Ki(kpi)Ii(kP'i) - A'i(kp 2)A(kpi) = Z) —r ^n+lU'Pl),
n=o n\

" ( /^"

7Ci(kpi)/o(kp2) + Iu(KP2)Ii(m) = 2 —r ^(*Pl)i
n=o w!

(A3)

where

(A4)
A>n(z) = l'o(.x)K

l n\x) - K'o(x)I
{

o

n)
(x),

B„(x) = h(x)Ki
n)
(x) - K (x)I

( n)
(x).

The quantities A n(x) and B„(x) turn out to be finite polynomials in

1/x, the general expressions for the coefficients having been derived in

a rather inaccessible monograph by Pleijel.
2 When x is large, however,

the leading terms are quite simple. From Pleijel's analysis, or directly

by substituting the asymptotic series for I (x) and K (x) into (A4), we

find

Aim (x) = l/x + 0(l/x
3

),

A 2m+i (x) = -m/x* + 0{l/x\
i

(A5)
B2m {x) = m/x2 + 0(1A

4

),

B2m+l (x) = -l/.r + 0(l/x
3

),

where m is a positive integer or zero.

If we substitute these approximations into the first of equations

(A3), we obtain

2 H. Pleijel, Berakning af Motsland och Sjdlfinduktion, K. L. Beckmans Bok-
tryckeri, Stockholm, 1006.
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K (kpi)Ii(kp2) + Ki(kp2)Io(kPi)

_ J_ y (rff" _J_ y (m + l)(KtY
m+l

~
kPi „& (2m)! (kPi)

2 jk (2m + 1)!

-Ach**- J_rii.(a;sh*)l
(A6)

= — - —1 Ch k/:
- ^ r-

2
Sh frf.

The other three equations may be treated similarly. Doing so, and

remembering that

Pi/Pi = 1 + t/py
,

(A7)

we obtain the results which were quoted in Section III, namely

Kp2(KaJi2 + Kuhi) « 1 +— ch Kt — 5— sh ict,

Kpt{KoiIos - K02I01) « 1 + 5— sh Kt,

Ti
(A8)

m(KnIn - Kuhi) tt 1 + s- sh Kt,

KfriKtJm + £02/11) « 1 + — ch «c< + 2~ sh ri,

up to first order in t/p\ .

Table of Symbols

Note: Rationalized MKS units are employed throughout. The sub-

scripts 0, 1, 2 applied to symbols representing material constants, such

as e, n, g, a, and rj, have the significance that refers to the main dielec-

tric in a Clogston line, while 1 refers to the conducting layers and 2 re-

fers to the insulating layers in the stacks. Bars denote average values.

Subscripts not included in the present table are explained in the context

where they are used,

a, (B, C, D: Elements of the general circuit parameter matrix (Section

III),

a: Distance between outer sheaths of plane Clogston line.

Radius of inner core of coaxial Clogston line.

b: Thickness of main dielectric in plane Clogston line. Inner

radius of outer sheath of coaxial Clogston line.
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C: A parameter related to the degree of nonuniformity in a

laminated medium (Section XII).

E: Electric field intensity; coordinate subscripts indicate

components.

/: Frequency.

(j: Electrical conductivity.

(j: 0<7i ; average conductivity parallel to laminated stack.

//: Magnetic field intensity; coordinate subscripts indicate

components.

//: — u' ; a transverse separation constant (Section X).

/

:

Electric current.

J: Electric current density; coordinate subscripts indicate

components.

K: Characteristic impedance of stack of infinitesimally thin

laminae.

Ki , K> : Characteristic or iterative impedances of laminated stack

(introduced in Section III).

Jr. A parameter related to dielectric mismatch in a Clogston

1 line (Section VI).

M: The general circuit parameter matrix (cKBCSD-matrix).

m : A mode number.

n: Number of double layers in a laminated stack.

p: A mode number.

q: A parameter related to the propagation constant in a

Clogston 2 line (Section XI).

R: A-c resistance of a laminated stack.

r: Ratio of attenuation constants of Clogston and conven-

tional lines (Section XII).

s: Thickness of a laminated stack.

s y , s2 : Thicknesses of inner and outer stacks in a coaxial Clog-

ston 1.

T: Total thickness of conducting material in a laminated

stack (subscripts explained in context).

T± : Total thickness of conducting material in one effective

skin depth.

t: Thickness of an electrically homogeneous layer. Time.

ty : Thickness of a single conducting layer.

/.. : Thickness of a single insulating layer.

V: Electric potential.

w; An abbreviation for Hu in Section XII.
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X: AC reactance of a laminated stack.

x: Rectangular coordinate in the direction of magnetic field

in a plane Clogston line.

y: Rectangular coordinate in the direction normal to the

stacks in a plane Clogston line.

Z: Surface impedance of a plane or cylindrical boundary;

ratio of tangential components of the electric and mag-

netic fields (subscripts explained in context).

Zk : Characteristic impedance of a transmission line.

z: Rectangular coordinate in the direction of wave propa-

gation.

a: Re 7; attenuation constant.

/3: Im 7; phase constant.

T: Propagation constant per double layer normal to lam-

inated stack.

I\ : r/(h + k); average propagation constant per unit dis-

tance normal to laminated stack.

y: Propagation constant in longitudinal direction.

A: Effective skin depth; the depth at which the current den-

sity in an infinite plane stack has fallen to 1/e of its value

at the surface. A small change in a quantity.

5

:

\/2/Q)fig ; skin thickness in a solid conductor.

c: Dielectric constant (capacitivity or permittivity).

e: 62/(1 — 0); average dielectric constant measured normal

to laminated stack.

e, : «/«„ ; relative dielectric constant.

ev : Dielectric constant of vacuum; 8.854 X 10~ farads me-

ter
-1

.

e'
t
e"

:

Real and (negative) imaginary parts of complex dielectric

constant.

f: tan
-1

(ju"/V) ;
phase angle of complex permeability.

rj: y/i(j)n/(g + iue); intrinsic impedance of medium.

rjv : Intrinsic impedance of vacuum; 376.7 ohms.

rjv , Vp '• 7?(1 — 7
2
/V

2

)
i

; characteristic impedance looking in the

y- or p-direction in a homogeneous medium.

0: (1 + i)ti/8i ; a parameter related to the electrical thick-

ness of a conducting layer. ,

0: ti/(ti + £>); fraction of stack volume filled by conducting

layers.

k: (<r
2 — 7

2
)*; transverse propagation constant in the y- or

p-direction in a homogeneous medium.
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A: A parameter related to the propagation constant in a

Clogston 2 (Section XII).

X: Wavelength.

\„ : Free-space wavelength.

/z: Permeability.

p: dm + (I — 0)p2 ; average permeability measured parallel

to laminated stack.

Hr : n/nv ; relative permeability.

p„ : Permeability of vacuum; 4r X 10
-7

henrys- meter
-1

.

n', n"': Real and (negative) imaginary parts of complex per-

meability.

£: y/a + h'> normalized coordinate transverse to a plane

Clogston 2 line (Section XII).

p: Radial coordinate in cylindrical system.

Pi , pi : Inner and outer radii of main dielectric in coaxial Clogston

line.

a: \Zicon(g + twe) ; intrinsic propagation constant of medium.

0: Angular coordinate in cylindrical system. Phase angle,

tan
_1

(e"/Y)i °f complex dielectric constant.

x: —iTc ; a transverse separation constant.

w

:

Angular frequency in radians • second
-

.

FUNCTION SYMBOLS

Re: Real part.

Im: Imaginary part.

log: Natural logarithm.

sh: Hyperbolic sine.

ch: Hyperbolic cosine.

Jo , ./i : Bessel functions of the first kind.

No , Ni : Bessel (Neumann) functions of the second kind.

Jo , h : Modified Bessel functions of the first kind.

Kq , Ki : Modified Bessel functions of the second kind.


